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Foreword by Shri A.N. Nanda,
Secretary, Department of Posts

Dear Friends,
I Welcome you all to a new transformation journey.
Today the India Post network is the largest in the
country with 1,55,000+ branches reaching into the
farthest part of rural India. In fact, our network is
larger than the existing Banking network. The Government decided to leverage this network
for Financial Inclusion – To make Banking and Financial services available to those parts
where Banks cannot reach. With India Post Payments Bank; we will achieve this.
We have a strong legacy of 150 years of established trust and relationship with the people,
which will take us forward. Our Tagline “Aapkaa Bank , Aapke Dwaar”, describes this best;
offering Banking services at their doorstep.
This would be best done by offering simple Banking solutions on latest Digital technology
platform. We will also offer ‘Remittance’ facilities, so that through our network, people can
transfer funds to any part of the country.
I urge all the employees of Department of Posts to join hands together in creating this
landmark bank and making history. Today with our existing strength of reach, manpower
and infrastructure we are in best position to create history. This will truly be a financial
revolution.
I wish You all a great learning experience.
A.N. Nanda
Secretary, Department of Posts
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Program Objectives
By the end of the program, you should be able to:
✓ Understand the unaddressed gap and need of financial Inclusion
✓ Understand the transformational role of Postman and Grameen Dak Sevaks for
achieving Financial Inclusion
✓ Understand the strength of Department of Posts as a Financial Service Player
✓ Understand the role and responsibilities of Grameen Dak Sevaks and Postman in
detail
✓ Understand the Banking sector of the country in detail including its key players and
various stakeholders such as Regulator - Service Provider – Customer.
✓ Learn more about customer segment and pain area of these segment and solutions
from IPPB
✓ Identify IPPB's Competitors and the main differentiating factors of IPPB.
✓ Summarize various product offerings of IPPB
✓ Communicate features such as advantages and benefits of IPPB’s offerings with
respect to the target customers.
✓ Understand and show the process of on boarding the customer, including the first
transactions.
✓ Understand the importance of Anti Money Laundering and Know Your Customer
Guidelines
✓ List the key documents and requirements for on boarding process.
✓ Understand and practise the Customer and Merchant Onboarding process through
System Integrator
✓ Display effective service practices towards the Customer while handling door step
banking.
✓ Show effective Complaint Handling skills towards the Customer including Financial
and Non-Financial Transactions
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Transformational Role of Postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks
✓ Postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks are going to play a pivotal role in the journey of
IPPB.
✓ IPPB aim to empower the lives of millions of customers by helping them to be
financially included, helping them to be aware and achieve of short term and long
term financial goals. You are a part of this noble journey by leading it from the front.
✓ You are the most important people as you will engage with the customer and be the
brand ambassadors of IPPB.
✓ You will take charge of situations on the ground and tell the customers about Banking
and our offerings to them.
✓ IPPB is going to facilitate the payments services for our last mile customers through
Doorstep Banking extended by Postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks. Payments
Services includes Remittances, gas and electricity bill payments, mobile recharge,
DTH recharge, school fees payments, buying of bus and unreserved train tickets,
payments of direct benefit schemes of Government of India, small payments to local
fruit and vegetable sellers etc.
✓ In a village, the nearest bank branch may be 10-25 kms away and the India Post,
with its huge network of post offices and army of postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks,
will be able to effectively deliver the services of IPPB and DoP.
✓ Even if a customer is not familiar with operating a mobile app on their own then they
can approach the postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks armed with micro-ATMs to
help them make payments and complete the various transactions at their doorstep.
✓ They will also onboard the different merchants to so that the customers will not face
any challenges to use QR card for making various payments digitally.
✓ All these will be going to help the country to achieve the dream of digital India and
developing an eco-system for the cashless economy.
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DoP’s strengths as a Financial Services Player
“Post Office is an example of our identity. We have revived
and rejuvenated our post offices. It is now linked with poor
and small persons. If any government representative gets the
affection of a common man in India, it is the postman.
Everyone loves postman and postman also loves everybody,
but we never paid attention towards them. We have taken a
step to convert our post offices into payments banks. Starting with this, the payments bank
will spread the chain of banks in the villages across the country in one go.”
-Hon’ble Prime Minister Narendra Modi on the occasion of 70th
Independence Day (2016) of the country.

About Department of Post
1774

•Warren Hastings established the Calcutta General Post Office

1854

•The postal system was established in India

1875

•British India was admitted to the General Postal Union

1879

•Post card of the value 25 anna was introduced

1880

•Remittance at Door Step possible through money order service

1882

•Post office Savings account introduced

1883

•Telegraph services opened through agency of Post Office

1884

•All Government employee were covered by Postal Life Insurance

1886

•Undertook sale & purchase of Govt promissory notes & securities

1898

•Post Office Act VI of 1898 was introduced

1914

•Indian Post & Telegraph Department was constituted with one DG as
HoD

1985

•Posts & Telegraph Department was divided into DoP & DoT
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Quick facts about DoP
First Post Office was
established in 1870 in
Allahabad

150+ Years Old
Organization

Average distance of
2.6 Km to reach to
post office

More than 33Cr
account holders in
Post Office Saving
Scheme

It is the largest Postal
Network in the world

In 1880 money order
service was first
started.

154939 Post offices in
India

More than 3.5 Lacs
GDS & Postmen

89.87% Post Office
exist in Rural belt only.

A single Post Office
serves a population
of 8086 people
covering 21.23 Sq
Km.

World’s first floating
post office
established in 2011
on Dal Lake

The first Indian Post
Office outside India is
located at Dakshin
Gangotri in
Antarctica,1983.

The world’s highest Post
Office is located at Hikkim,
Himachal Pradesh at 14567
ft.

Various products and services of DoP
Financial
Products
• POSB
• Recurring Deposit
• Monthly Income
Scheme
• Public Provident Fund
• Fixed Deposit
• National Saving
Certificate
• Postal Life Insurance
• Mutual Funds
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Remittance
Products
• Money Order
• Instant Money Order
• International Money
Order
• Electronic Clearing
Service
• IFS Money Order
• Mobile Money Transfer
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Other Services
• AADHAR Enrollment
and updation
• Collection of Electricity
Bills
• Address verification
Service
• Application Forms of
Educational Institutions
• Railway Reservation
Tickets
• Ganga Jal
• Passport Application
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The Unaddressed Gap in Financial Inclusion
A vast majority of the rural population, is still unbanked or underbanked. An easily
accessible payments network and universal access to savings is fundamental to financial
inclusion.
Do you know?
✓ Do all the needy in villages have access to formal loan facilities?
✓ Do all the villagers have access to bank branches easily?
✓ Do all the villagers have life and health insurance?
✓ Do all the villagers have crop insurance?
✓ Can a person staying in a city send money to his father/ mother /wife instantly to
their accounts in the village?
✓ Are all the castes/communities in rural areas equally covered by financial services
of banks?
✓ Are all the areas of our country equally developed over this period?
✓ 19% Population still out of financial system
✓ Out of total 6.40 Lakhs villages in India, about 4.50 Lakhs villages have access to
Banking in one form or other.

In rural area still, customers are not having –
✓ Banks Accounts
✓ Insurance Coverage for their life and health
✓ Investment Products to build savings for future need
✓ Awareness to use modern technology for making payments or transferring money
✓ Knowledge how to do financial Planning
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The Possible Reasons for Gap in Financial Inclusion
Less number of
Bank Branches
•Number of Bank
Branches are very
less in rural and
semi-urban areas
and that are not
sufficient

Affordability
•Non-affordable bank
fees and processing
fee for taking loan

Unsuitable Timing

Complicated
Documentation &
Procedures

Lack of Proper
Documents

•Those who are into
Agri. profession may
not find enough
time to visit
branches which are
presumably at a
faraway location

•May prevent on
boarding of illiterate
or low-income
group of people

Unsuitable
Products

Lack of financial
knowledge

Gender Inclusion
remain a concern

•Is one among the
reason, why vast
stretch of Urban &
Rural poor is
deprived of financial
access

•It is found that
women typically
encounter greater
constraints in
becoming financially
included. It was
found that states
having a relatively
higher share of rural
population and a
higher share of
female population
generally have a
comparatively lower
level of financial
inclusion

•Simplification & easy
availability of
products helps
getting people on
board

•Prevents/create
difficulty to avail
loan facility for
these village
people

These are the main reasons for gap in financial inclusion and here all of you can play a
very crucial role by providing the last mile financial services to all the customer to make
him financial independent through India Post Payments Bank (IPPB). IPPB is a special
type of bank. We will learn more about IPPB in our coming session.
Your role is very important and actually you can help
1. Customer and society in large
2. IPPB
3. Department of Post
4. Employee of DoP and IPPB
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At the same time, several non-banking entities such as the Department of Posts (DoP),
prepaid payment instrument companies, business correspondent companies, etc.,
have had reasonable success in facilitating payments and other select financial services
in urban areas. Their customers, however, face several limitations and difficulties arising
out of their nonbanking status. Of particular note amongst these is DoP which has a wide
network and experience of handling financial transactions, but, does not have a
banking license.
•

Ability of DoP to fill the Gap
✓ Reach -Network & Manpower
✓ Technology platforms – CBS
✓ Trust and Visibility
✓ The Nation looks-up to DoP to fill the gap

•

Cost of not filling the gap
✓ Loss to country – delayed development
✓ Loss to rural population – benefits of development not reaching them
✓ Lost opportunity – other organization may step-in
✓ Loss of relevance of DoP

Benefits to all Stakeholders
GDS/ Postman

Customer

DoP

Country

• Incentives and
Rewards
• Relevance and
prominence in
society
• Transformed into
provider of
Financial
Services

• Access all
Financial
products –
remittance
loans, insurance
etc.
• Banking at
doorstep and
access points
• Affordable rates

• Growth in
Business and
Profit
• Contribute to
Nation building
• Regain the glory

• Equitable
development of
all regions and
sections of
population
• Financial
Inclusion
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What is financial inclusion?
Financial Inclusion basically means making
formal banking services available to the
disadvantaged and low-income section of
the public of Urban & Rural areas.
Providing affordable financial products &
services to people living in areas with no or
very few formal banks.
Encouraging the habit of savings,
investment, insurance among poor people.
Help the poor get loans at reasonable
interest rates from normal banks, so they
don’t become victims in the hands of local
moneylender

Why Financial Inclusion?
✓ Inclusive Growth of Economy: the aim of financial inclusion is to make sure that all
the sections of the society participate and contribute in the growth of the economy.
✓ Bringing the Vast Rural Population in the mainstream Economy: India is a country
where a large amount of population lives in rural areas. They can positively contribute
to the economic development of the nation if the right financial services are made
reachable to them.
✓ To safeguard from moneylender: By bringing these people into formal financial
system, we can safeguard them from the local moneylenders who usually charge
very high interest rates and exploit their financial requirement.
✓ Poverty Alleviation: The access of the poor to the banking services is important for
the reduction and ultimate removal of poverty.
✓ Social Equality: Financial inclusion helps to bring excluded groups to finance. It helps
uniform economic development.
✓ Economic Development of Country: For overall development of the country it is
necessary to bring everyone into the financial system.
Participants Manual
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Who are financially excluded

Agricultural Labour, Un-organised Sector Labour, Industrial Labour, Senior Citizens

Disabled, Ethnic Minorities, Low income & self-employed, Urban Poor
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Concept of Payments
Banking License

Bank

and

Differentiated

Given the potential of these non-banking entities to further the cause of financial inclusion,
the RBI granted such entities a differentiated banking license, i.e. a payments bank license,
which enables these entities to provide banking services other than credit. Credit and
insurance are as integral to financial inclusion as are other banking services, and payments
bank can offer these products as well but only in partnership with other banks/ insurers and
on a non-risk sharing basis
A Payments Bank is a “differentiated bank” set-up under the guidelines issued on Nov 27,
2014 by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to further financial inclusion for the underserved
population by providing
(i)

Savings and Current accounts and

(ii)

Payments or remittance services to migrant labour workforce, low income
households, small businesses, unorganised sector entities and other users.

This is to be done by enabling high volume-low value transactions in deposits and payments
or remittance services in a secure technology-driven environment. A Payments bank is not
allowed to lend or take any form of credit exposure on its books. The intent is to create a
differentiated bank whose focus is to drive electronic payments in the country.
In 2015 RBI gave in principle license to two different types of Bank. First, Small Finance Bank
& other Payments Bank.
Following are the Payments banks which have started their banking services recently other
than India Post Payments Bank.
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IPPB and DoP’s attempt to address the need of
Financial Inclusion
About India Post Payments Bank
✓ India Post Payments Bank (IPPB) is a payments bank and will be 100% owned by the
Government of India (through DoP). It will have an independent board of directors
with representation from DoP and other stakeholders from within the Government of
India. It will be the first Public Sector Enterprise under the DoP.
✓ IPPB is mandated to focus on basic banking through current accounts & savings
account, providing payments and remittance services to small businesses and lowincome households initially be restricted to holding a maximum balance of
Rs. 1,00,000 per individual customer.
✓ It will form partnerships with other banks and financial institutions such as mutual funds
and insurance companies to provide third party financial services such as mutual
funds and insurance products, as well as loans to its customers.

IPPB’s Vision
IPPB's aim is to serve the financially underserved and create digital payments ecosystem in
line with Govt.'s vision. However, it is funded by taxpayer's money, hence, it'll also aim to be
self-sustaining.

Building the most
accessible, affordable
and trusted bank for
the common man
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Core Values of IPPB

Accessibility
• ~1.55 Lakhs POs (90%
are in rural areas)
• ~2.6 Lakhs
GDS/Postmen
• ~90000 Counter Staffs
• ~ 650 Bank Branches

Affordability

Trust

• Affordable banking
services at Doorstep
through hand held
device
• Taking advantage of
the technological
platform & network of
DoP to provide the
banking services
• Low cost & easy to
reach Merchant
banking channel
• A large variety of
affordable products
from the shelf of DoP &
IPPB

• Trust on Post Office &
the Postmen
• Trust on the ever
affordable products of
DoP
• Interoperable products
for smooth experience
of the customer

IPPB’s Journey till now

2006

Feb, 2014

2015

Oct 2016

DoP announced its
intention to open a
Bank of its own.

DoP began
installing ATMs
across the country.
First such ATM was
installed in
Chennai.

DoP receives an in
principle approval
from RBI for
opening a
Payments Bank.

Recruitment
process for IPPB
started

Planning
Commission
supported DoP's
idea of a Bank but
refused on the
grounds of financial
feasibility.

2013
Participants Manual

RBI rejected DoP's
application for
Universal Banking
License

IPPB incorporated
as a Public Sector
Company (PSC).

Apr, 2014

2016
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Organization Structure of IPPB Branch
The following depicts the structure of a IPPB Branch

Branch Manager

Area Operation
Manager

Area Sales
Manager

TerritoryManager

Territory Officer

Below image shows the interaction model of DoP & IPPB at different level.
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Benefits to Department of Post due to IPPB
India Post will benefit in multiple ways.
✓ POSB customers will have access to large banking services
o POSB customers will gain access to the larger banking ecosystem through IPPB.
They will be able to use funds in their POSB accounts to pay bills, EMI, Premiums,
invest in mutual funds, remit money instantly using the interoperable platform
made available by the linked IPPB account.
✓ Ability to remit money, make payments through linking
o DoP will also be able to contribute to the GoI’s Digital India initiative. The
capability of making and accepting digital payments across online, physical
counters, customer’s doorstep, internet, mobile, IVR, kiosks etc. facilitated by
IPPB will enable DoP to break into hitherto untapped business lines such as
online e-Commerce, retail in store payments, mass transit, online bill payments,
etc., apart from reclaiming market share in remittances and subsidy payments.
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✓ Accessibility to latest payments technology
o The most important benefit to DoP would be a return to relevance in the
customer’s life with modern day methods of payments and banking.

Benefits to IPPB due to Department of Post
✓ Availability of widespread existing Physical network of DoP
✓ Capability to Provide Door Step banking Services
✓ Dedicated team with local connect
✓ Huge Legacy with strong trust
✓ Strong Rural Presence

Advantages of IPPB
✓ The accessibility and ease of use of services through a combination of modern
technology and the widespread DoP physical network, capable of providing door
step services is the USP of IPPB. The latest payments and banking technology, easy to
use interface, the trusted network of the post office and its dedicated staff with a
local connect will make it a unique payment bank.
✓ IPPB will bring in innovative services and interface for its target customer segments in
all areas. Through a combination of physical and digital channels, payments bank
will build the most accessible bank in the country especially in rural and underserved
areas of the country.
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IPPB Products

Merchant
Banking

The Three Pillars of IPPB
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The First Pillar – Gramin Dak Sevaks and Postmen
Role of GDS and Postmen in becoming agents of Financial Inclusion
through IPBB
✓ IPPB will provide doorstep banking services to all its customers who have registered
for the same during onboarding process through its wide network of Postmen and
Grameen Dak Sevaks.
✓ Since the doorstep banking will be carried out through Aadhaar authorization, this
facility will be provided only to those customers who have opened their accounts
through eKYC and have a registered mobile number.
✓ Doorstep banking will be a completely paper- less process and the entire transaction
flow will be done using the agent’s device.
✓ GDS/Postman are already working as financial service provider as part of DoP
✓ There are many similarities between DoP financial products & IPPB products like
Saving account, Remittance
✓ GDS have an earmarked catchment area to get the customers
✓ They know almost everyone in their catchment area & vice versa
✓ GDS know complete information of types of customer available in his/her area

Role of GDS & Postmen in IPPB
Main role of GDS / Postman to provide Doorstep Banking Services as a business
correspondent for IPPB.

Door Step Banking Services
•

•

To whom?
• Only for e-KYC Customers
• Who have registered mobile number
What?
• Customer Onboarding (Account Opening)
• Financial Transactions
• Non-Financial Transactions
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•

Customer Servicing

Role of Postmen / GDS in detail
1. Customer Onboarding
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Understand who are your target customer
Aware e-KYC process
Understand the customer‘s need & accordingly proposes the product
Onboarding process through Mobile Phone
Feeding the necessary information of customer in the Mobile Phone

2. Facilitating Transaction
✓ Postmen and Grameen Dak Sevaks must persuade & guide the customer to do
regular transactions with IPPB.
✓ The incentive for GDS lies in processing of various transactions done by the
customers both at doorstep & self mode.
✓ The details of incentive structure have been covered separately in this manual for
the benefit of the participants.
3. Financial Transaction
✓
✓
✓
✓

Cash Deposit
Cash Withdrawal
Remittances – NEFT, IMPS, AEPS & Others)
Bill Payment & Recharges

4. Non-Financial Transaction
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Information related to POSB
Balance Inquiry
Mini Statement
Update PAN and nominee details
Seeding AADHAR
Add/ Modify / Delete Standing Instructions
Issuance of QR Card
Generation of Green PIN
Complaint Lodgment
Account Closure Request

5. Selling and Servicing Third Party Products
✓ DoP Products
▪ POSB
▪ Other Savings Schemes
Participants Manual
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o Investment Products
▪ Insurance Products - Life Insurance and General Insurance
▪ Postal Life Insurance
o General Insurance
▪ Investments Products
▪ Mutual Funds
✓ Loans Products
▪ Loans from Partner Bank
6. Daily Reporting
✓ Reconcile the cash Given out or Received on behalf of IPPB by DoP
✓ At the end of the day Agent App will provide the list of all debit and credit
transactions and the net cash balance will be displayed automatically for the
reconciliation of cash.
✓ GDS / Postmen will need to simply hand over the cash & any other deliverables at
the end of the day to respective DoP officials.
✓ GDS / Postmen can approach the TM/TO for any kind of help.
7. Self Upgradation
✓
✓
✓
✓

Check yourself what you know and what you want to learn
Approach to DoP Officials and TM/TO from IPPB in case you face any difficulty
Show eagerness to learn new information received from DoP or IPPB
Knowledge helps you to offer IPPB products & services which gets you more
satisfaction and incentives

8. Financial Education to Customers (Spreading Awareness)
✓ Financial literacy & Customer education is primary role of GDS / Postmen
✓ Conducting financial literacy camps in villages & other areas where it is required
most with the help of TM/TO
✓ Facilitate Banking Services at the doorstep through assisted mobile banking
✓ Basic concepts of financial planning
9. Incentive & Rewards
✓ Each GDS/Postman/Postal Assistants need to have an account with IPPB to get
the incentive credit. The GDS/Postman can check the accumulated incentive in
the Smart Phone at the end of the day.
✓ The pay out of incentive into the agent’s accounts will happen at a pre-defined
frequency (currently planned as a monthly pay out).
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Commission and incentive paid to the DoP and front-line staff is directly linked to
the revenues generated through the IPPB transactions
Incentives to be paid for each revenue generating activity facilitated by DoP
Additional incentives to be given under target-based schemes
Account opening
o For facilitating opening account of merchants
Revenue from Transactions (Bill Payments, Remittances, Cash Withdrawal/
Deposit)
o Transactions performed at door step or at access points (counters) and for
payments such as bill payments, remittances, cash withdrawal etc.
Revenue from Third party products
o For cross-selling and distributing third party products such as loans,
insurance, mutual funds etc.

Incentive Payment Structure
Various stakeholders involved in driving business across post offices to be incentivized,
motivating them to promote IPPB business
Single Hand BO
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2

GDS/BPM

Double Hand BOs
SOs
GDS DA
Postman/PA
GDS BPM
SPM*
ASP/IPO

HOs
Postman/PA
PM*

Example
Assisted Transactions per month
Drive customer self-service transaction

500 (21 per GDS per day)
120 (~ 5 transactions per day across the
customer base)
Base incentive of ~INR 1,500 per month + Reward for achieving targets @20%~INR 300 per
month + Additional account opening incentive ~ INR 2,000 per year
Participants Manual
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Total incentive of ~ INR 24,000 per year
Reward Scheme: To drive business objectives/targets, various reward schemes will be
introduced across levels – over and above base incentives

Advantages to GDS / postman as a representative of IPPB
✓ Financial Awareness
o GDS/Postman are already working as financial service provider as part of DoP
o There are many similarities between DoP financial products & IPPB products –
Saving, Remittance, etc.
✓ Catchment Area
o GDS / Postman have an earmarked catchment area to acquire customers
o They know almost everyone in their catchment area & vice versa
o They have first-hand knowledge of the customer segments in his/her area
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Overview of Banking
What is banking?
Banking in simple term is Take Money, Give Money and Make Money.
✓ Take Money from Customers (Liabilities) – Have to pay the interest to the customer
✓ Give Money to Customer (Loans / Credit) – Have to earn Interest from the customer
✓ Make Money (Profit of the bank) – Difference of Interest Earn – Interest Paid

✓ Deposits are repayable on demand by banks and are classified as Liabilities.
✓ Lending and Investment are owned by banks and are classified as Assets.
✓ Bank’s main income is the interest earned from the borrower minus interest paid to the depositor

Major Functions of a Bank
Role of Mediator

Participants Manual

Transactional Role

Payment System
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Role of Mediator

Take Money
from the
depositor

Give Money to
the borrower

✓ Bank work as a middle person between depositors from whom bank take money as
a deposit and borrower to whom bank give money as a loan
✓ Banks make money (income) from the difference between interest paid to the
depositors and earned from the borrowers.

Transactional Role
Plase note that following are some situations where bank has invovled to complete the
transactions.
✓ Ram Kumar, working as a labour in Kolkata, wants to transfer money to his parents in
Rajasthan on an urgent basis
✓ Ramesh wants to purchase milk and grocery from local kirana store using bank
account
✓ A small factory owner of Mysore wants to purchase raw material for his factory and
wants to transfer funds to its supplier
✓ A farmer wants to purchase seed from the local seed shop using mobile to transfer
payments
✓ Mr. Hari Iyyer wants to purchase a micro insurance policy
✓ Raghu a milk vendor wants to pay his EMI of the loan
✓ Kiran wants to buy a bus ticket or train ticket to travel

Payment System
✓ Banks are an integral part of ‘payment system’.
✓ There are many merits and advantages of making payments through banks.
✓ Payments made through banks are Fast, Simple, Safe, Transparent and Legal.
✓ Banking payments help reduce black money.
Participants Manual
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Financial Advisory Role
Banks help the customer to achieve their financial goals by advising them on various
financial matters.
Build Corpus
By

Savings

TD and RD

Mutual Fund

Minimize the
risk by

Investing in
General/Hea
lth Insurance

Investing in
Life
Insurance

Investing in
Crop
Insurance

Business of Trust
Banking is a business of trust and 150+ years of legacy of India Post makes our organization
a trustworthy and credible organization.
Postmen were one of the most trustworthy person in our houses since ages specially in
villages and rural areas.
We are proud of it. Moreover, use of modern technology for the customer onboarding (eKYC and Biometric Authentication), payments and non-financial transactions is 100% safe
and secure which will ultimately win the trust of our customers.
We can further build a very good relationship with the customers by offering IPPB and DoP
products to meet their financial need at their doorstep. This will further help to build a long
lasting relationship with the citizen of India.
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Regulators of a Bank
The Institutions which regulate & supervise the banking sector in India are

Ministry of Finance
• Decides the macro economic policies for the whole country.
• Important body for National growth.

Reserve Bank of India
• Regulator and Supervisor of Banking Sector.
• Central Bank of India.
• Issues currency and coins.
• Banker to Government.

Main Functions of RBI
✓ Issuer of Currency: The Reserve Bank is the nation's sole note issuing authority. RBI is
responsible for the design, production and overall management of the nation's
currency
✓ Banker and Debt Manager to Government: Like individuals, governments also need
a banker to carry out their financial transactions in an efficient and effective manner,
including raising of resources from the public.
✓ Banker to Banks: As Banker to Banks, RBI provides an efficient means of funds transfer
and settlement system for the inter-bank transactions such as borrowing from and
lending to other banks and customer transactions.
✓ Regulator of Banking System: The central bank has a critical role to play in ensuring
the safety and soundness of the banking system and in maintaining financial stability
and public confidence in this system.
Indian banks are governed majorly by two Acts namely the
✓ Banking Regulation Act 1949
✓ Reserve Bank of India Act 1934.
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was established as the Central Bank of the country on 1st April
1935 as per the provisions of RBI Act 1934.
After independence, RBI was nationalized on 1st January 1949 and is now under the control
of the central government.
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Other Regulators
Other two major regulators of Indian Financial Industry are

IRDA

SEBI

• Insurance Regulatory
Development Authority Regulates Insurance
companies

• The Securities and Exchange
Board of India - Rgulates
share market

Functions of IRDA
✓ Regulator for Insurance business, both general and life assurance.
✓ Regulates all aspects of insurance business, including licensing of insurance
companies, framing regulations about the conduct of business and supervising all
insurance activities in the country
Functions of SEBI
✓ The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulator for the securities
market in India.
✓ It was established in the year 1988
✓ "...to protect the interests of investors in securities and to promote the development
of, and to regulate the securities market and for matters connected there with or
incidental there to".
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Brief History of Banking in India
Since Ages

• Money lending practices formed the base of
Banking.

1784 - 1786

• Bank of Bengal and the General Bank of India
commenced its operation respectively.

1865-1913

• Allahabad Bank, PNB, CBI, Bank of India, Bank of
Baroda (Boom Period for Indian Banking).

1934

• The Reserve Bank of India was established as a
regulator for Banking Companies.

1949

• The Banking Regulation Act 1949 gave wide powers to RBI.

1955

• The Imperial Bank of India converted into State Bank of India.

1963

• Merger of State Bank of Bikaner and State Bank of Jaipur
formed State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur.

1969 & 1980

1993

• Nationalization of 14 banks.
• Second round of nationalization of 6 banks.

• New guidelines for setting up Private Sector Banks.

1995-1996

• HDFC Bank & ICICI Bank started.

• RBI gave permission to start Small Finance Banks and
Payment Banks in India including India Post Payments Bank.

2015

2017
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• Merger of all SBI associates banks with SBI.
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The Structure of Indian Financial System and Position of IPPB

List of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks
Public Sector Banks
Allahabad Bank, Andhra Bank,
Bank of Baroda, Bank of India,
Bank of Maharashtra, Canara Bank,
Corporation Bank, Central Bank of India,
Dena Bank, Indian Bank,
Indian Overseas Bank,
Oriental Bank of Commerce,
Punjab National Bank,
Punjab and Sindh Bank,
State Bank of India. Syndicate Bank,
UCO Bank Union Bank of India,
United Bank of India, Vijaya Bank,
IDBI Bank
Participants Manual

Private Sector Banks
ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank, Axis Bank
Yes Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank
DCB Bank, IDFC Bank, IndusInd Bank
Bandhan Bank, RBL Bank
City Union Bank
Catholic Syrian Bank, Dhanlaxmi Bank
Federal Bank, Jammu and Kashmir Bank
Karur Vysya Bank, Karnataka Bank
Lakshmi Vilas Bank, Nainital Bank
South Indian Bank
Tamilnad Mercantile Bank
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The Second Pillar- Understanding the need of
customers
Who is a customer?
A person or an entity that maintains and/or has a business relationship with the bank. One
on whose behalf the account is maintained.
IPPB customers are broadly of two types •
•

Individuals – Savings or Current Account
Proprietorship Firm – Current Account

Individuals
An Individual can open savings account or current account depending upon the
requirement.

Non- Individuals or Business Entity
IPPB will open current accounts of proprietor / proprietorship firm only.
✓ A business owned by an individual is known as proprietorship firm.
✓ Since only one individual is involved he/she is entirely liable for the business.
✓ For all practical purposes it is an individual current account, the only difference is that
the name of the account is different from the name of the proprietor.
Eg- Shop Name: Somani Enterprises
(Sole proprietor current account)
Proprietor’s Name : Shyamlal Somani
(Individual Current account)
✓ The sole proprietorship is the simplest business form under which one can operate a
business. A sole proprietorship can operate under the name of its owner or it can do
business under a firm name, such as Jagdish Kirana Store or Rambharose Salon. The
firm name is simply a trade name--it does not create a legal entity separate from the
sole proprietor owner.
✓ A sole proprietor need only register his or her name and get local licenses, and the
sole proprietor is ready for business.

Note: Non-Resident Indians (NRI), Minors, Illiterate Persons, Visually Impaired Persons
are not allowed to open a current account with IPPB
Participants Manual
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Common Customer Segments in a Bank
Target Group

Area

Behaviour

SemiUrban/Urban

Weekly purchase from mandi, cash
collection entire day through sale,
payment to wholesaler every two
weeks, Weekly banking

Rural/SemiUrban

Buy goods on credit from
wholesaler on daily basis. Sell to
customer and pay to wholesaler in
evening. Margin kept in cash.

Farmer

Rural

Seasonal business. Mostly bulk
deposit of money are made when
sale of crop happens.

Dairy
Producer

Rural/SemiUrban

Mostly monthly collection of cash
from customer.

SemiUrban/Urban

Daily/weekly earning. Mostly no
banking activity by semi-urban
group; Bi-weekly/monthly by Urban
group

Industry
Worker

Urban

Wages or salary received in cash.
Some part transfered to family, rest
kept for personal use

Auto/Cab
Driver

SemiUrban/Urban

Daily collection. Banking activities
done twice in a week.

Family
Members of
above
group

SemiUrban/Urban

Petty cash required at home for
household expenses.

Small
Shopkeeper

Redi-Wala/
Gumti
Owner

Daily
Wages
Worker
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Manpower
Contractor

Receives the amount from the
client via cash/account and
distribute the same to the workers
as cash.

Urban

Focus Customer Segments for IPPB
Though any individual can open account with IPPB but the core customer segments or
focus groups of IPPB would be as following –

Remittance Receiver or
persons to whom money is
transferred

• Family members of migrant laboureres/workers
working in cities

Remittance Sender or the
person who sends money.

• Anyone who regularly sends money to either
family members, friends & others

Urban Migrants

Direct Benefit Transfer
Beneficiaries

Influencer

Rural Student

Participants Manual

• Persons who have migrated to cities for some
work either in organised or unorganised sector

• NREGA beneficiaries

• Village sarpanch, school teacher, religious
heads & others

• Digital savy rural student who could educate
their parents to do digital banking
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IPPB Products
Now we have learned the various customer segments available to Payments Bank and
where IPPB wants to focus initially. Now let us understand the reasons of savings for current
and future usage and which are the right solutions from IPPB which can be offered to our
focus customer segments.

Where to save?
•

We might be keeping our savings under the pillow or in the Gullak, but what
happens?

•

We would always be worried about its safety.

•

Someone may steal it or we may want to use the money or others may be tempted
to borrow.

•

Money saved at home does not grow. The best way to save is to deposit the money
in a bank account.

Why save in Bank?
•

Money kept in a bank is safe as banks are regulated and keep all the savings
together for nation-building.

•

Apart from safety, bank pay us interest on our deposits, so our money grows in bank.

•

Putting our money in a bank means we can also use it whenever we need it.

•

The transactions with the banks are transparent.

•

When we have a deposit account with banks, we can easily get many facilities like
loans and money transfer facilities at reasonable cost.

•

We can even nominate a person who can claim the money after our death.
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Which Product to Choose for what Purpose?
Savings Account

• For keeping every day’s savings
• For contingency or sudden needs such as medical
expenses, marriage etc.

Recurring Deposit

• For depositing a fixed amount of saving every month
for a fixed period
• More interest than Savings

Fixed Deposit

• For depositing a fixed amount of saving in lumpsum
for a fixed period
• More interest than Savings

Life Insurance

• For protecting monthly income even after death for
meeting the expenses of survivors
• A small amount of savings as premium will take care
as above

Health Insurance

• For taking care of the expenses towards
hospitalization
• A small amount of savings as premium will take care
as above

Crop Insurance

Mutual Fund (SIP)

LOAN (TPP)
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• For protecting the crop from any unforeseen
eventuality like unseasonal rain, hail storm & other
natural events
• A small amount invested monthly would take care of
long term financial goal
• More return than RD
• Has the capacity to beat the inflation
• Through third party arrangement
• For generating income
• Do not borrow for purchasing Non Essential things
which increase liability
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The Combined Product Basket of IPPB
As we have seen there are various products and services from DoP and IPPB. So how a
customer gets benefitted from the combined basket ?
Benefits to Existing DoP customer
✓ Customer can continue enjoy the benefits of the old POSB account like the Cheque
book, passbook, ATM Card & all other benefits available.
✓ The same customer with linked IPPB account can enjoy the facilities provided by IPPB
like remittance, bill payments, merchant payments, QR Card, Door step banking &
other listed in below image
✓ Customer can keep required amount in IPPB for all his expenses & payments where
as excess amount can be moved to DoP account.
✓ So ideally customer can make the DoP account as “Bachat ka Khata” and IPPB
account as “Kharche Ka Khata”.
Benefits to New IPPB Customer
✓ Customer will enjoy the benefits of IPPB as mentioned above along with that he will
have a linked POSB account.
✓ Customer can avail the products & services of DoP through an online platform of IPPB
or at doorstep by a trusted postman
The below image depicts the interoperability between DoP & IPPB.
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Product variants & Eligibility
1. Regular Saving Account
o Anybody above 10 Years with KYC
o Account can be opened at doorstep or counters
2. Current Account
o Individual & Sole proprietor
o Account can be opened at Doorstep & counter

Features of Regular Savings Account
Features

Saving Account

Initial Minimum Deposit

INR 100

Max Day End Balance

INR 1,00,000/-

Cheque Book

NA

Link with Post Office Savings Account

Yes

Annual Interest Rate

3.5%

Non-Maintenance Charges

Nil

Interest Payment

Quarterly

Features

Saving Account

Account statement
(Quarterly statement)

e-statement and Physical free
Duplicate Physical
Statement INR 50/-

Doorstep Banking

INR 10/ – 35/-

Charges Frequency

Real Time

First QR Card

Free

QR Card Reissuance

INR 25/-

Note: Please note that interest rates and charges are subject to revision on time to time
basis
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What is QR Card

✓ QR Code Card would be a unique identifier for an IPPB account.
✓ This would be used by the IPPB Agent, IPPB Merchant, IPPB Branch and DoP
Counters for the purpose of identifying account number associated to a QR Code
Card while doing customer requested transactions.
✓ QR code card is not an instrument for debit like a debit card.
✓ Following Information would be available on a QR Code Card:
•

QR Code (containing QR code number)

•

Bar Code (containing QR code number)

•

Branding and other elements (such as bank’s contact information, etc.)

✓ Customer does not have to remember Account number
✓ No manual entry by Agent (only scan)
✓ QR code will work both for smartphone (IPPB agent device) & RICT (Rural
Information & Communication Technology) device.
✓ Biometric authentication. No PIN to be remembered.
✓ Customer does not need to disclose Aadhaar number
✓ No need to create expensive PoS infrastructure.
✓ Leverage smartphones for transaction initiation through agent/merchant app.
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Current Account Features
Features

Current Account

Initial Minimum Deposit

INR 1000/-

Max Day End Balance

INR 1,00,000/-

Virtual Debit Card

Free

Cheque Book

First 50 Leaflets free, Subsequent INR 2/leaf

MAB

INR 1000

Non-Maintenance Charges (Quarterly)

INR 100

Account Statement

E-statement free monthly
Duplicate physical statement @ INR 50/-

QR Card

First – Free
Reissuance – INR 50

Miscellaneous Charges -Current and Savings Account
Features

Current Account

Saving Account

Account Closure within 14 Days

Nil

Nil

INR 250

Nil

Balance Certificate

INR 50

INR 50

Cheque Bounce (Inward Cheque)

INR 200

NA

Cheque Bounce (Outward Cheque)

INR 50

INR 50

Account Closure within
(Customer Induced)

6

Months

Doorstep Banking Charges
✓ Doorstep Banking will be charged based on GDS / Postmen visit to customer at his/
her doorstep (normally communication address)
✓ Customer can do Financial as well as non-Financial transaction at doorstep.
✓ Three Financial Transaction can be clubbed in one Doorstep Charge of INR10.
✓ Customer can avail more than three financial transactions in one visit however
customer will have to pay additionally INR 10.
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Remittance Products
✓ Remittance is defined as transfer of money from one source to the destination.
✓ The person who starts a remittance (money transfer) is called as remitter or sender
and who receives the remittance is called beneficiary or receiver.
✓ Remittance done or money transferred within the country comes under domestic
remittance and remittance done between different countries comes under
international remittance.
✓ India has about 15 Crores migrants who generally migrate to industrial urban centers
in search of better livelihoods and transfer an estimated INR 50,000 crores /year to
beneficiaries in rural India.
✓ Remittances from migrant workers contribute more than 50 per cent to the overall
domestic remittances market.
✓ Remittance is not new to all of you. Remittance is equivalent to Money Order. Let us
see the similarities between Money Order and NEFT (More of Remittance).

Possible options of Remittance
Account To
Account
• Account is required at
remitter/sender
Customer
• Max remittance
Amount is as per
NEFT/RTGS/IMPS
Guidelines.

Account To Cash

Cash To Account

• Account is required for
Customer
• No account needed at
Beneficiary/receiver
side
• Mobile number is must

• No account Needed
at Remitter/sender side
• Money Transfered to
Beneficiary/receiver
bank account
• We can send upto
50000 through NEFT
after obtaining KYC
documents from
customer

Types of Payment Mode
Cheques - are normally issued by the customer for the transfer of funds from one
account to another in the same bank or another.
Drawer, Drawee and Payee are parties to the cheque.
In cheques there is a possibility of dishonour, commonly known as bouncing of cheque.
Therefore, to ensure confirmed credit the third-party beneficiary demands payment
through ECS /NEFT/RTGS/IMPS etc.
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Remittance Mode
NEFT - National
Electronic Funds
Transfer

RTGS - Real
Time Gross
Settlement

UPI - Unified
Payments
Interface

IMPS Immediate
Payment
Service

*99# - USSD
based mobile
banking service
of NPCI

AEPS - Aadhaar
Enabled
Payment System

BBPS - Bharat Bill
Payments Syste
m

IMT International
Money Transfer

BHIM - BHIM
Aadhaar Pay

National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT)

Nationwide electronic funds transfer system operated by RBI
Beneficiary gets the funds on the same day or the next day
Non-customers also eligible to use NEFT system at banks
One-way cross-border funds transfer from India to Nepal
There is no minimum amount condition for NEFT funds transfer
Unique IFS code for each bank branch that is member of the NEFT scheme – alpha
numeric code (different from MICR)
✓ NEFT settlement takes place 23 times a day during week days including Saturday i.e.
1st & 3rd Saturdays.
✓ RBI Holidays and 2nd & 4th Saturdays is NEFT Holiday. Timings for NEFT 8.00 am to 7.00
pm
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Information required to process NEFT
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary
Account Number

Beneficiary IFSC
Code

Confirmation for
Charges

Amount

Terms &
Condition

Who is Beneficiary – to whom we want to send / transfer money.
What is IFSC Code?
IFSC (Indian Financial System Code) is an eleven-character alphanumeric code that is
used to identify the particular branch of a participating bank & is used in remittances
namely RTGS and NEFT
Following is the example of IFSC code of Kotak Mahindra Bank, Mumbai Branch
K
K
Bank Code

B

K

0
Zero

0
0
Branch Code

0

9

5

8

What is UTR Number – Unique Transaction Number which is equivalent to MSO number of
Money Order.

Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS)
✓ It is an inter bank transaction between one account of bank A to another account
of same person or other in bank B
✓ RTGS is managed and supervised by RBI
✓ Account of beneficiary and sender is mandatory
✓ IFSC is mandatory to send money through RTGS
✓ Fund transfers in real time (Lesser time takes than NEFT but not instant)
✓ Minimum balance requires to send through RTGS is INR 2 Laks
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Immediate Payment Service (IMPS)
IMPS (Immediate Payment Service) allows customers to make instant, 24*7, interbank
payments to individuals, or merchants / enterprises via mobile phone and other channels
(Internet or ATM)

Instant Interbank
fund transfer

Convenient and
time-saving

Anytime, anywhere
service

Safe & secure

Simple & easy to use

24*7*365 availability

Instant confirmation
to sender and
receiver

Information required to process IMPS
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Confirmation for
Charges

Beneficiary IFSC
Code

Terms &
Condition

Amount

Or Mobile No

Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS)
Aadhaar Enabled Payment System is a payment service allowing a bank customer to use
Aadhaar as his/her identity to access his/her respective Aadhaar enabled bank account
and perform basic banking transactions like balance enquiry, cash deposit, cash
withdrawal, remittances through GDS/Postman. Following services are provided in AEPS
✓ Balance Enquiry
✓ Cash Withdrawal
✓ Cash Deposit
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✓ Aadhaar to Aadhaar Fund Transfer
✓ Mini Statement
Benefits of AEPS
✓ AEPS is easy to use, safe and secure payment platform for availing benefits by using
Aadhaar number & biometrics.
✓ It is based on the demographic and biometric/iris information of an individual, it
removes the danger of any fraud and non-genuine activity.
✓ It helps in distributions of Government entitlements like MNREGA, Social Security
pension, Handicapped Old Age Pension etc. of any Central or State Government
bodies using Aadhaar authentication.
✓ It facilitates inter-operability across banks in a safe and secured manner reaching the
unreached - The model enables banks to extend financial services to the unreached
customers beyond the branch network as beneficiaries.

Unified Payment Interface (UPI)
Unified Payments Interface (UPI) is an instant payment system developed by the National
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), an RBI regulated body. UPI is built over the IMPS
infrastructure and allows you to instantly transfer money between any two parties' bank
accounts.
✓ Personal mobile is the basic requirement for all payments including ✓ Person to Phone (P2P)
✓ Person to Account (P2A)
✓ Person to UIDAI (P2U)
✓ Ability to use personal mobile to
✓ "pay" someone (push) as well as
✓ "collect" from someone (pull).
✓ BHIM (Bharat Interface for Money) is common application using UPI for Remittances
✓ Ability to use Aadhaar number, mobile number, card number, and account number
in a unified way.
✓ Ability to pre-authorize multiple repeated payments similar to ECS
✓ Ability to allow paying from any account using any number of virtual addresses using
credentials such as passwords, PINs, or biometrics (on phone)
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✓ Make payments only by providing an address (@1234567890) with others without
having ever provide account details or credentials on 3rd party applications or
websites

*99#
✓ *99# is a USSD based mobile banking service of NPCI
✓ Customers can avail this service by dialing *99# on their mobile phone
✓ An interactive menu will be displayed on the mobile screen
✓ Following slide lists the services offered under the *99# and will be available to the
IPPB customers.
Following services are available by *99#

Financial Services
• Sending Money using Mobile No
• Sending Money using UPI ID
• Sending Money using Aadhaar No.
• Sending Money using Account No. +
IFSC
• Requesting Money using UPI ID /
Mobile No.

Non-Financial Services
• Account Balance enquiry
• Setting UPI PIN
• Changing UPI PIN
• Viewing details of last 5 transactions

BBPS - Bharat Bill Payment System
✓ It is a RBI mandated system
✓ Integrated and interoperable bill payment services to customers
✓ Available across geographies
✓ Migration from Cash to Electronic Channel
✓ Anytime Anywhere Bill Payment System
✓ Allows multiple Payment modes
✓ Instant and verifiable confirmation of payments
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Third Party Products
▪

The products which are not owned by IPPB are called as third-party products (TPP).

▪

All the products of DoP, which IPPB would be selling, to be called as TPP.

▪

Apart from the DoP products IPPB will also sell various other investment, insurance and
loan product through third party arrangements.

▪

IPPB is in talks with various companies for distribution of their products

▪

IPPB would distribute products which are non-competing and which complement
the existing products of DoP

Following are the third-party products for IPPB.

Deposits other
than CASA
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Life Insurance

General
Insurance

Mutual Funds
(SIP)
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KYC & AML Guidelines
Concept of Money Laundering
'Money Laundering' is the process by which black money is converted into Legal / white
money. Black Money or illegal money can be generated through various sources like
mentioned below -

Gambling,
Robbery,
Cheating

Counterfeiting
and forgery

Bribery &
Corruption

Terrorist
Activities

Smuggling of
Arms People and
Goods

Extortion

Kidnapping

Criminal Activities

Drug Trafficking

Why are AML Guidelines Needed?
AML or Anti Money Laundering Guidelines are guidelines prescribed by law to avoid
generation of black money. They are needed because •

To prevent and control money laundering.

•

To help the law agencies to confiscate and seize the property obtained from the
laundered money.

•

AML Guidelines cover regulations for fighting financial terrorism.

•

To prevent banks from being used, intentionally or unintentionally, by criminal
elements for money laundering or terrorist financing activities.

•

Regulated Entities (All scheduled commercial banks) are to follow certain customer
identification procedures.
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Impact of Non-Compliance
Failure to comply with the AML rules and regulations can result in the following:
✓ High Monetary Fines from RBI and other regulators
✓ Criminal case in courts
✓ Damaged reputations of bank

This has the following impact:
✓ Damages the reputation and trustworthiness of the bank.
✓ Can also result in the inability to continue its operations.

Agencies working to fight against Money Laundering
✓ Reserve Bank of India
✓ Financial Action Task Force
✓ Financial Intelligence Unit - India

Two major RBI guidelines fighting against money laundering
✓ The deployment of the KYC framework
✓ Reporting requirements (under Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002)

You have to understand that what is my Role to prevent money laundering which is simply
follow the rule and regulation of Know Your Customer (KYC).
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What is KYC?
✓ KYC means “Know Your Customer”.
✓ Know Your Customer is a RBI directive which we need to follow before starting any
new relationship of a customer with the Bank.
✓ In simple Terms before Opening of an account with IPPB we have to ensure that –
o You must have met with the customer in person
o You must capture his / her Biometric Credentials in the system
o You must check for his / her mandatory details
o You must check for his /her background and activity by asking questions or by
observations
o You must record these details systematically for future reference.
✓ It is a process by which banks obtain information about the identity and address of
the customers. And main objectives for adhering the KYC and AML guideline is to o Safeguard Bank Reputation
o Avoid fraudulent activity
o Avoid being used for Money Laundering
✓ Banks are also required to periodically update their customers’ KYC details.
✓ KYC procedures also enable banks to know / understand their customers and their
financial dealings better, which in turn help them manage their risks carefully.
✓ RBI has prescribed detailed guidelines on KYC and AML.
✓ Every Bank official & agents who are working for a Bank must know about the KYC
and AML guidelines

Various Checkpoints
Checkpoint 1

Whether Bank should open account for any person or not?

Checkpoint 2

GDS / Postmen / Postal Assistant need to select the correct profile
of the customer, accordingly system will automatically categories
each customer as – Low risk, Medium risk and high risk

Checkpoint 3

Using AADHAR Data and Biometric Details for account opening of
Individual
Business registration details for Account Opening of Proprietorship

Checkpoint 4

Participants Manual

Nature of Transactions are to be in sync with customer’s profile
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AADHAR Based e-KYC
One of the reasons for low levels of banking access in India is a lack of identity and address
proof documents, especially for people migrating to cities. Collection and maintenance of
multiple identification proofs make the customer on-boarding process difficult for both
banks and customers. Aadhaar based e-KYC promises a solution for simplification of the
customer on-boarding process. Over 1 billion13Aadhaar cards have been issued in India.
Aadhaar could be used for instant KYC and customer on-boarding and banks can process
quicker, paperless on-boarding through Aadhaar-based authentication in three simple
ways.
Aadhaar- and OTP-based authentication for KYC could be the most simplified kind of
authentication, that allows banks and other entities to authenticate customers through an
OTP delivered to their registered mobile numbers or email address. The OTP would be
generated when a customer initiates the on-boarding, and the KYC would be performed
through easy-to follow steps. These could be done online or in person at a branch or any
other physical touch point and does not necessarily require any assistance. However, this
can be used only by those Aadhaar users who have correctly registered their mobile
numbers.
The second approach involves going a step further and building an Aadhaar consumer
app through which customers could push their details to a Payments Bank or a financial
service provider for completing the KYC.
The third approach involves a consumer using a bank’s mobile application and using it to
scan the QR code of the Aadhaar card and taking a picture of the PAN card. The bank
can then verify the information through backend integration with the information
repositories for Aadhaar and PAN and take decision on on-boarding the customer.
Adopting the Aadhaar-based KYC model will benefit the Payments Banks during expansion
as the involvement of biometrics will overcome documentation constraints for customers,

especially in the rural hinterlands and semi-urban towns
Participants Manual
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What is bio-metric details?
✓ Biometric verification is any means by which a person can be uniquely identified
✓ Unique identifiers include mainlyo Finger Prints
o Retina and iris patterns
✓ These unique details are stored in UIDAI Database which can be used whenever
required

Officially Valid Documents (OVD)
KYC Documents required for opening saving account
E-KYC

Non e-KYC

1.Aadhaar
1.The Unique Identification Authority of
India (UIDAI) is a central government
agency of India.
2.Its aim is to collect the biometric and
population data of the people of the
country, store them in a centralised
database, and issue a 12-digit unique
identity number called Aadhar to each
resident.
3.PAN Card or Form 60

1.Pan Card or Form 60
2.Passport
3.Driving License
4.Voter ID Card
5.NREGA Job Card duly signed by an
officer of the State Govt.

KYC Document Requirement for Current Account
If Cusomer wants to open account
Individual Current Account
•AADHAR Number / Card
•PAN Card or Form 60

If Customer wants to open account in the
name of Proprietary Firm (Any one)
•Business Registration Certificate (if
available)
•Proprietorship Letter
•Shops & Establishment Registration
•Tax Registrations – GST
•IEC issued to the Firm
•Income Tax Return
•Utility Bills

What is FATCA?
FATCA” means Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act of the United States of America (USA)
which, inter alia, requires foreign financial institutions to report about financial accounts
held by U.S. taxpayers or foreign entities in which U.S. taxpayers hold a substantial ownership
interest.
Participants Manual
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Customer Onboarding
Account opening process is called customer onboarding. Whenever any customer opens
an account with IPPB then GDS / Postman or postal assistants needs to follow a standard
process which is referred as Customer Onboarding process.
IPPB brings ‘e-KYC’ based digital account opening process which offers the convenience
of opening a bank account in easiest, fastest and safest mode. A customer can be
onboarded at following channels.
✓ At Doorstep by the GDS/Postman
✓ At counters of HO/SO by the Postal Assistants
✓ Self-service mode by customer himself/herself through mobile banking

Benefits of e-KYC based account opening:
•
•
•
•

Only Aadhaar based KYC authentication
Faster and smoother account opening experience
Customer can avoid the trouble of arranging and carrying paper work like
photocopies of KYC documents, physical photograph
Account opening request from customer completes in 5 minutes

Instant account number and QR card available for customer which they can use post
account activation.

Process Flow for Opening IPPB Process Flow for Opening POSB
Savings Bank Account
Account
1. Step 1 - Mobile number and Aadhar
number is obtained from the customer
2. Step 2 - Mobile Number is validated
through an OTP SMS received by the
customer
3. Step 3 - The App checks for existing
account- Dedupe
4. Step 4 - Customer is explained about
the consent through check boxes on the
screen
5. Step 5 - Biometric Authentication of
Aadhar number is done
6. Step 6 - On successful authentication
the other details of the customer are
entered in the relevant fields
Participants Manual

1. Step 1 - After opening IPPB SB account
the confirmation of customer is taken for
opening POSB account. Another menu
is chosen for POSB account
2. Step 2 - An OTP SMS is sent to customer
when IPPB SB account is entered and is
authenticated biometrically by the
customer
3. Step 3 - On successful authentication of
OTP, GDS proceeds to open POSB
account
4. Step 4 - Biometric authentication of
Aadhar number is carried-out for
opening POSB account
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7. Step 7 - Biometric authentication of the 5.
completed application is done
8. Step 8 - On successful authentication 6.
account is opened
9. Step 9 - Customer receives SMS / E-Mail
informing the account opening
10. Step 10 - E-signed document containing
all information is dispatched / emailed 7.
to the customer
8.
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Step 5 - Biometric Authentication of
Aadhar number is done
Step 6 - On successful authentication a
40 digit reference code along with the
other details of the customer are sent to
DoP
Step 7 - DoP opens a digital POSB and
sends the details to IPPB for linkage
Step 8 - Customer receives SMS / E-Mail
informing the account opening

Linking of IPPB and POSB Account
Scenario 1 - New
customer

Scenario 2 – Existing
Customer – KYC
Compliant Customer

Scenario 3 – With
POSB but no match
Scenario 4 – New
Customer of IPPB but
not willing to link with
existing POSB

For a new customer (not having a POSB account) a new IPPB SB
account be opened and will remain Primary account & a digital
POSB account will be opened for sweep in & out purpose (if
customer wishes to)
If the Aadhaar Number and POSB Account number provided by
the customer matches then the account will be flagged as POSB
primary account and the IPPB account will be linked for sweepout and sweep-in purpose
The GDS/Postman should educate the customer regarding the
interoperability services of IPPB & POSB
Customer provides the POSB account to the GDS/Postman
In case of no match then the account remains IPPB Primary and
a new digital POSB can be created (if customer wishes to)
IPPB Account remains Primary account with a capping of Rs.1
Lakh

Details of Various Consent to be taken during account opening
process
1. Aadhar Details
✓ I agree to use my Aadhaar Details to authenticate me from UIDAI
✓ I agree to link my Aadhaar Number to all my existing/new/future accounts and
customer profile (CIF) with your Bank.
✓ I agree to use my Mobile Number for sending SMS Alerts to me
Participants Manual
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2. DBT (Direct Benefit Transfer)
✓ I wish to seed my IPPB account No. with NPCI mapper to enable me to receive Direct
Benefit Transfer (DBT) including LPG Subsidy from Govt. of India (GOI) in my IPPB
account. I understand that if more than one Benefit transfer is due to me, I will receive
all the benefit transfers in the same account.
✓ I already have an account seeded with NPCI Mapper for receiving DBT from GOI. I
request you to change my NPCI mapping (DBT Benefit Account) to my account with
your Bank.
3. CKYC
✓ My Personal /KYC details may be shared with central KYC Registry. I hereby give my
consent to receive information from Central KYC registry through SMS/Email on my
registered number/Email address.
4. E Sign
✓ I authorise IPPB's ESP to use my Aadhar eKYC for E Sign purposes that will be taken in
lieu of wet signature·
✓ I agree to use my e-KYC information for availing e-sign services from the bank's ESP
for Digitally Signed application form, key-generation, certificate issuance, signature
creation and key destruction "
5. FATCA
✓ I (“the Customer”) agree that the opening and maintenance of the Account is
subject to rules and regulations introduced or amended from time to time by the
Reserve Bank of India.
6. Form 60
✓ I do hereby declare that what is stated in my FORM 60 is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
✓ I further declare that I do not have a Permanent Account Number and my/ our
estimated total income (including income of spouse, minor child etc. as per section
64 of Income-tax Act, 1961) computed in accordance with the provisions of Incometax Act, 1961 for the financial year in which the above transaction is held will be less
than maximum amount not chargeable to tax.
7. Nomination
✓ I ----------------- (Name) residing at ----------------------------- (Address) nominate ----------------- (person mentioned in form) to whom in the event of my/my minor’s death the
amount of the deposit, may be returned by India Post Payments Bank.
✓ As the nominee is a minor on this date, I appoint Shri/Smt/Kum ----------------- (Name) ----------------------------------------(Address)----------(Age) to receive the amount of the
deposit in the account on behalf of the nominee in the event of my/minor’s death
during the minority of the nominee.
✓ I do not want to nominate any person in this account
Participants Manual
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8. Linking and Sweep (Primary POSB)
✓ I agree to link my existing POSB account with my IPPB account
✓ I agree to share my Aadhar and POSB a/c number with DoP
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from my IPPB account to the linked POSB account
end of day based on pre- defined parameters
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from my POSB a/c to IPPB a/c based on my adhoc
request
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from POSB to IPPB based on the request received
from the linked IPPB account
✓ I agree to DoP debiting my account based on my authentication taken by IPPB
9. Linking and Sweep (Primary IPPB)
✓ I agree to open a linked POSB a/c on the basis of my KYC details shared with IPPB.
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from my IPPB account to the linked POSB account
at the end of day based on pre- defined parameters
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from my POSB a/c to IPPB a/c based on my adhoc
request
✓ I agree to funds being transferred from POSB to IPPB based on the request received
from the linked IPPB account
✓ I agree to DoP debiting my account based on my authentication taken by IPPB
10. General Declaration
✓ I have read/understood the present rules and regulations of the bank and those
relating to various services offered by the bank.

What is Nomination?
✓ Nomination facility was introduced in Banks with effect from 29th March 1985
✓ It’s a facility for Depositor to nominate an individual as Nominee for his account.
✓ Applicable to
o Deposit Account
✓ In case of death of depositor, Nominee can claim the
o Deposit(s) amount
✓ An ideal tool to lessen hardships of common persons in settlement of claims.
✓ Nomination facility simplifies the procedure for settlement of claims of the deceased
depositors
✓ However, nomination is optional for bank customers GDS / Postmen has to educate
the customer to opt for nomination by explaining the benefits of nomination.
✓ Who can nominate
o Individual
o Sole Proprietor
The hand-held device has the necessary functionalities to capture the nomination details
while opening the accounts or at a later stage. Customer can also change or delete the
nomination as part of doorstep service.
Participants Manual
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Delivery Channels
The channels other than bank branches, where banking services are provided is called
alternate channel since in our case we are not providing any services from our IPPB
branches hence the following are become our delivery channels.
Doorstep
Banking

Access
Points

Mobile
Banking

Internet
Banking

IVR
Banking

*99#

SMS
Banking

Missed Call
Banking

1. Doorstep Banking
IPPB will provide doorstep banking services to all its customers who have opted for the
same. Doorstep banking will be provided through IPPB’s wide network of agents. Since
doorstep banking will be carried out through Aadhaar authorization, this facility will be
provided only to those customers who have opened their accounts through e-KYC and
have a registered mobile number. Doorstep banking will be a completely paper- less
process and the entire transaction flow will be done using the agent’s device.
Following banking services are to be provided at doorstep.
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Other Account Services at Doorstep
Updating of PAN
and Nominee
details

Beneficiary
management

Biller management

Cheque Deposit

Request for other
collateral such as
account
statements etc.

Add/ delete/
modify Standing
Instructions

QR card
Reissuance

Aadhaar Seeding

2. Access Points – Counter at HO/SO
IPPB will provide banking services using the wide network of DoP’s Branch Post Offices (BOs),
Sub Post Offices (SOs) and Head Post Offices (HOs). Customers can walk in to any access
point to avail IPPB services. The agents at BOs will use RICT & desktop by the postal assistant
at counter to serve the IPPB customers. All banking facilities available at the customer’s
doorstep will be available at BOs.
Following additional services to be provided at Access points adding to the above services
•
•

All transactions related to Non- e-KYC accounts (Only at counters which are colocated with IPPB branch)
Death claim settlement request

3. Mobile Banking
The Bank offers Mobile Banking facilities to all its customers whereby they can avail various
types of banking services using their mobile phone. The range of services depends upon
the type of mobile phone being used by the customer and the options chosen by the
customer. The access to the mobile banking is through a MPIN.
The following services would be available through mobile banking. Note that this is an
indicative list and may be updated from time to time.
•
•
•
•

Self-onboarding (Account opening)
Money transfers & Bill Payments
Buying Third Party Products
Other account management requests
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4. Internet Banking
Internet Banking enables customers to access their Bank account and obtain other banking
services through the website of the Bank.
Except for the paper-based transactions i.e., physical cash and cheques etc., almost all
transactions can be done through Internet Banking. The customer can access their
accounts using a login ID and password which is generated through signup process by
visiting the website of IPPB.

5. SMS Banking
IPPB will provide SMS banking services to all its customers under which the customer can
send SMS in a pre-defined format and get various banking services.
This service will be available to all customers and can be availed using both a smart and a
basic feature phone. Following services would be available through this channel
•
•
•
•

Balance Inquiry
Mini statement
Doorstep Banking Request
Bill Payment Request

6. Missed Call Banking
IPPB will provide missed call banking services to all its customers on their registered mobile
number. If the same mobile number is linked with multiple accounts then missed call
banking will be available to the first account which was linked to the mobile number.
This service will be available to all customers and can be availed using both a smart and a
basic feature phone. Following services would be available •
•
•
•

Balance Inquiry
Mini statement
Cheque Book Issuance (Only For Current Account on Request)
Bill Payment Request

7. IVR Banking
IVR or Interactive Voice Response banking is a service in which the customer can call the
IVR and select banking options from a pre-defined menu. This service will be available to
all customers and can be availed using both a smart and a basic feature phone.

8. *99#
*99# is a USSD based mobile banking service of NPCI. Customers can avail this service
by dialing *99# on their mobile phone. An interactive menu will be displayed on the
mobile screen. Following services are offered through this channel.
Participants Manual
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Banking service at doorstep
The GDS/Postmen most importantly brings the banking services of IPPB to the customer’s
doorstep itself. We have already seen the services to be delivered at doorstep in Channels
for customer acquisition section above.
All the services to be delivered at doorstep is for e-KYC customers only.
Following are the channels through which a customer can place a doorstep request.
Call Center
• Call IVR, enter account details &
enter the PIN

Counter/Doorstep
• Agent authenticates & takes the
doorstep request

Execution by the GDS/Postmen is as follows •

At the beginning of each day, GDS/postman checks for any doorstep banking
requests

•

GDS/Postman calls the customer & confirms the correct time slot.

•

GDS/Postman to ask the customer to reschedule in case customer is not available at
the time slot he has requested for.

•

GDS/Postman reaches customer’s address & processes his/her service request
whether financial or non-financial.

Following are the different options to authenticate or verify the customer before
proceeding for delivering any kind of service at doorstep
QR Card
•The agent scans
the QR card for
customer
validation, then
proceeds for
banking
transactions &
services.
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Mobile Number

Account Number

•Mobile number is
also a validation
method. If multiple
account numbers
are linked thento
single mobiel
number, then the
agent needs the
correct one from
customer by
reading last 4 digit.

•Account number
once validated,
next authentication
is done through
biometric.
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Financial Transactions
1. Cash Deposit & Withdrawal
While receiving the cash at doorstep, check the following points before giving the
acknowledgement to the customer.
Check Points for Cash Deposit
✓ Customer
Authentication
through
biometric/OTP
✓ Validation of Account number & name
✓ Check for cash deposit limit at doorstep
✓ Check the cash deposit amount
requested by the customer and the
actual cash being deposited.
✓ In case of mismatch, ask the customer to
cancel & log fresh request with correct
amount
✓ Check cash denomination
✓ Check for counterfeit notes
Daily Transaction
Customer
Cash Deposit

Limit

Cash Withdrawal

Check Points for Cash Withdrawal
✓ Customer
Authentication
through
biometric/OTP
✓ Validation of Account number & name
✓ Check for cash deposit withdrawal limit
at doorstep
✓ Check for sweep in requirement & take
necessary customer confirmation (if
any)
✓ Check cash denomination

per Doorstep

Counter – BO

Counter – HO/SO

INR 5000/-

INR 5000/-

No Limit

INR 5000/-

INR 5000/-

HO – No Limit
SO - INR 25000/-

2. Remittance

IMPS
• Instant and no
minimum balance
• 24 * 7 * 365
• Can be transfer with
mobile number also
• Most preferable way –
Secure, Faster & Works
24*7
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NEFT

RTGS

• Takes at least half n
hour time
• Service not available
on Sunday & RBI
holidays
• Account number &
IFSC code is mandatory
• IMPS may be preferred
over it

• Instant Fund Transfer
and minimum amount
of transfer is INR 2 Lakhs
• Service not available
on Sunday & RBI
holidays
• Account number &
IFSC code is mandatory
• Use only if amount is
greater than INR 2 Lacs
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Non-Financial Transactions
GDS/Postman can do the following non-financial transaction for customer at the doorstep
who is holding an active account with IPPB.
Balance Inquiry
Mini Statement
Detailed Statement

Cheque Book Request

Stop Cheque Payment

Beneficiary Addition

Standing Instruction

Participants Manual

The user would be able to do balance enquiry for the
selected customer account.
The user would be able to provide a mini statement with 10
transactions
The user can take requests from customer. The statement
would be sent to the customer from back end team
(CPC)either through post or courier.
User can take requests for cheque book at doorstep.
Customer needs to be informed about the charges for
cheque leaves/book
This means to stop the payment of a cheque already issued
by our customer
Once stopped, the cheque cannot be paid over counter or
in clearing
GDS/postman to receive the details of cheque to be stopped
The details of cheque includes
✓ Cheque Number
✓ Account Number
✓ Payee details (optional)
A single cheque or more can be stopped based on the
cheque number provided by the customer
User can add beneficiary for customer who want to send
money either regularly or once in while. We have seen the
various information required to process NEFT/IMPS in earlier
section
Standing instruction is a kind of instruction given by the
customer to the bank to transfer funds from his/her account
to another account which may belong to him/her in IPPB or
other bank on a regular basis (monthly/quarterly) for a fixed
period
Following are the cases where a customer may request for a
standing instruction
✓ INR 1000/- from Saving account to Recurring Deposit on
1st of every month for 12 months
✓ A fixed amount from customer’s account to his/her
son/daughter’s account every month
www.nibf.in
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GDS/postman can process SI as part of doorstep services and
following information is required to process the same
✓ To Account Number
✓ Amount
✓ Fixed Period
✓ Day of Transfer
✓ Frequency – Monthly/Quarterly/Others
Feedback
and User would be able to request for registrar customer’s
Complaints
feedback and Complaints.
Account Services
Using this facility, the user can do the account services for
customer like update nominee, update Pan, Aadhaar
Seeding, Update address and Update Mobile number and
Email address of the customer
Update Nominee
The User can update the nominee for a customer account
Customer may request to add, change or delete the
nominee from the account
Update PAN
The User can update the PAN number for a customer
AADHAAR Seeding
✓ AADHAAR seeding means, linking your AADHAAR to one
bank account to receive the benefits of all government
subsidy
✓ AADHAAR linking is simple updating your AADHAAR
number to your bank accounts and it could be linked to
more than one bank account.
✓ GDS/postman can process this request as part of doorstep
service
✓ GDS/Postman should guide the customer to seed their
AADHAAR to IPPB account to receive the DBT benefits of
Government.
Bill Payment
✓ Customer can pay various bills like electricity, water,
recharging cable TV through GDS/postman at doorstep
✓ Customer can schedule a request for a bill payment
Cheque Deposit
✓ Customer can request for doorstep cheque deposit
✓ The mobile app will have a functionality of scanning a
cheque
✓ GDS/postman to access customer account through the
authentication process
✓ Enter the details of the cheque like amount, bank name
and other information asked in the app
✓ Scan the cheque though the functionality available in the
mobile app.
Participants Manual
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✓ On successful entry of the details, the customer will receive
SMS on his registered mobile number regarding the
deposit.
Using this facility users can raise service requests for
themselves. Following are the list
1. Cash Limit Change
2. Change Phone number
3. Change Email ID
4. Change Service Area Mapping
5. Change Personal Details
6. Change device Photo and profile name
7. Feedback and complaints
8. Password change

What to check in a Cheque
✓ Check the payee name matches with the depositing customer name in the mobile
app
✓ Check the date’s validity. It should be 3 months
✓ Amount in figures matches with amount in words
✓ Check whether drawer signature is available on the cheque
✓ Check for any overwriting on the face of the cheque
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Customer Service Skills
Expectation of the customer
•
•
•
•
•

Understand my need
Provide product or services as per my need
Quick response on my request / complaint
Clear Communication
Something Extra

if we meet the expectation of customer then the customer will be satisfied.
But if we provide more than the expectation then the customer will be satisfied and
Happy also.

Core values of customer service at IPPB are
•

To provide clients formal and informal channels for feedback and suggestions.
GDS/Postmen always need to speak to customer regarding any improvement or
suggestion on the products & services of IPPB. The suggestions & feedbacks (if any)
received from customers must be shared with TM/TO & other officers for necessary
changes.

•

To consistently assess the impact of services in order to improve skills and serve clients
better. The TM/TO along with GDS/Postmen need to assess the services provided &
to have a regular interaction with the customers to find any scope of improvement
in the services.

•

To provide a formal grievance redressal mechanism for clients. Customer should be
given complete information regarding the customer complaint lodgment &
resolution mechanism. Details are provided in next session.

Service Mantras to customer service
1. Small is BIG
• Little gestures and small courtesies make a lasting impression on customers like
addressing someone by name or surname or extending the salutation based on
regional flavor.
o Neat and Clean Dress
o Smile
o Greeting the Customer
• Ex: Netram Bhaiya kaise hai, bhabi aur bache kaise hai.
o Politeness
2. Understand the need
• Understanding the need is very important aspect of customer service.
• What customer wants or what his / her need, is the key to offer right solution from
IPPB.
• This can be achieved –
Participants Manual
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o By listening properly
o By asking related questions
o Avoid too much talking
3. Take Ownership & Responsibility
Every IPPB Customer is my customer, my responsibility. You need to have the
attitude that you are IPPB. Every customer of IPPB is your customer. His requirement
is your responsibility.
• Responsibility is the key element to deliver delightful services. Customer ownership
is about doing what it takes to satisfy customer expectations and to exceed them.
It is about taking personal accountability for the customer’s requirement
• Take the responsibility to deliver within the time the bank has set.
• Keep your promises without any customer’s reminder.
• Unfortunately, ownership is often hindered by crippling beliefs like:
• ‘The whole process is not my responsibility. I need not bother about parts of
the process that lie with other persons/ departments.’
• ‘I will do it if and when someone asks me. Until then, let me keep quiet.’
• Be proactive by taking the initiative to do things you know are important for the
customer by not waiting until the last minute to be told to do so.
• If unable to meet the customer’s requirement right away, you take it upon yourself
to revert to the customer after doing the needful. Never ask the customer to call
back.
Help the customer from Start to End:
• Make sure you help a customer till his issue is resolved or till you hand over his case
to the relevant representative. At the IPPB, we may face a lot of
issues/requirements which would require us to get approvals from other people. It
may require us to coordinate with different departments. However, in the end it’s
your responsibility to ensure that the customer’s requirement/issue reaches a right
solution.
• Either the matter is taken to customer’s satisfaction or the customer is informed
about the inability to do the same.
• Taking any requirement/issue from start to finish is not easy. It is often seen that we
tend to drop the issue/requirement somewhere mid way. This upsets the customer.
Understand requirement or problem clearly
• If a customer comes to you with a requirement or problem, try to understand the
real issue.
• For instance, he is complaining about at the time of money transferring through
IMPS, account debited but beneficiary not received the amount. What you can
do, find out why the beneficiary not received the amount.
• Whether customer had entered wrong account number or wrong IFSC code or
the problem is with the bank. IF the problem is with the bank so to whom the
•
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matter is to be escalated TM/ TO or ASM or AOM/BM. Provide the complete details
to the customer with an assurance that your amount will be transferred to the
beneficiary or come back to your account. But the main thing is understanding
the root cause o the problem.
4. Be prompt
• Take quick actions
• Express through your behavior that you have desire to serve
• Being responsive is when you communicate to the customer through your
behaviour that you really want to serve him and make him happy.
• Be prompt and quick in your actions towards your customer’s requirement.
• When it comes to IPPBs, the customer expects much faster service at their
doorstep
• The Customer often cites the expectation of faster and better service as the
reason for them deciding to transact with IPPB. Hence even the smallest of delays
seems like a long time to him.
• No matter what the situation, first response is always to think about the individual
concerned and how things can be arranged to help that individual experience
success.”
How to be prompt?
•
•
•
•
•

Always try to pick up the calls within 3 rings otherwise call back
Fulfil the promise on time
Keep the customer informed
Provide quick response or resolution to the request

Be Responsive & Reliable
•

Be dependable and trustworthy.

•

Trust is the key factor which makes you stand out from rest of the competitors. Build
on the trust & continue giving good service as an ambassador of IPPB.

How to be reliable?
•

Prepare a To-Do List – Use Pocket Diary: Note down all the relevant points of the
task in hand in order to complete it. Ensure you solve each point in line to
complete the whole task. Maintain a small pocket diary to make note of
important tasks. Make a to do list on basis of your priorities. Go through your diary
everyday twice or thrice ensuring you are not lagging behind or missing out on
something. Get into the habit of noting down every small detail relevant to your
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work in your diary. Go through your diary at the start of every day, so that you are
aware of the important tasks in hand during the day.

•

•

•

Error – proof the transaction; anticipate customer mistakes : any
query/transaction you solve, make sure you error proof it at least twice. Think from
customers point of view, also, anticipate any mistakes from customers end and
ensure your work includes solutions of those mistakes, so that the customers face
less problems. For example Explain the remittance process to the customers
yourself instead of asking them to go through by themselves. This will help you to
understand their doubts and concerns which can be solved on immediate basis.

•

Do NOT lie: do not lie to your customers about any of your service/product just
for the sake of selling it. If you can’t live up to their expectations later on, it will
only spoil the image of your organization. Be a trustworthy guide to your
customers. Understand their needs and accordingly provide them with the
relevant product or service. This will not only result in faith and trust, but also in a
long term association of the customer with IPPB.

•

Make accurate commitments: don’t give vague promises to your customers. For
example: “I will call you in the coming week”. You cannot expect the customer
to be anticipating your call every day during the whole week, especially when
he wants to solve his problem on an urgent basis. Give a proper time frame. for
example: “I will call you on Wednesday, post lunch, around 5pm”. Such kind of a
commitment is accurate, precise. The customer knows when he can expect a
revert from your end.

•

Honour your commitments: Ensure you call your customer on Wednesday at 5pm.
Don’t give a commitment which you cannot fulfil. And in any case, you are not
able to call your customer or ready with a valid solution to his query, inform him
about the same through a message or a call, and tell him when you will next get
in touch with him.

Be Professional; Be Refined
•

You are the first impression.

•

The GDS/Postmen have always been a one man show in the rural & semi-urban
areas. You are one who will always stand with the villagers in their good & tough
times. Hence, always be professional & make your impression last long.

Understand the customer
•

Listen to customer’s suggestions & acknowledge the same. Always try to ask the
customer for their suggestion & feedback which can be used for designing better
products & services.
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•

Respond, do not React
•

Understand the feedback first. Do not react in any manner whatsoever the
customer says about the IPPB or its products & services.

•

Try to avoid your own emotional reaction during customer interactions.

•

ALWAYS SERVE THE CUSTOMER WITH A WARM SMILE.
Do Not pass frustrations –

Do not remove the frustrations of one customer to another. At the workplace,
we may have to deal with a lot of situations which you as individuals may find
frustrating. The general tendency is to get frustrated with one situation and
carry the same forward to the next customer thus spoiling your interaction
with a lot of customers.
• You must ensure to RESTART yourselves after every interaction. Put the
frustration behind you and set out to serve the next customer afresh with a
big smile and positive attitude. (This is not simple or easy)
• Sometimes you tend to carry your good/bad mood with you. Meaning, if you
have interacted with an irate customer who has been very angry at you, you
are likely to either be angry or irritable. It’s very easy to pass this feeling on to
other interactions that you have – other customers, colleagues, at home etc.
• As a professional we need to control and manage our emotions.
Being Patient
•

• Be patient with the customer when he doesn’t understand what you are
explaining. Don’t show your frustration like, ‘this mobile phone APP never
works’). In the customers mind it is translated as ‘IPPB systems don’t work
properly’
Try to perform consistently entire day
•Have a consistent behaviour through the day to portray yourself as a balanced
professional who the customer can fully trust to IPPB with.
•You are not always going to feel like serving the customer well. Each employee
will feel differently at different times. At the beginning of your work day, you
are energetic and enthusiastic and that reflects in our service. You tend to
smile more at customers, use courtesy etc. As the day wears out, our energy
level may drop. However, it’s important to remember that the customer has
nothing to do with our mood swings or energy. So, irrespective of how you
are really feeling, it’s important to put on an act if required – but to serve the
customer well.
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•A service provider also must be a good actor, providing consistently good
service to all customers.
•Hiding your emotions.

•

Knowledge is Power
•

Know about products, process, competition.

•

Major dissatisfaction among the customers while dealing with front line staffs are
the lack of required knowledge on product & services they are dealing with.
Hence gain knowledge before going to the field. Better knowledge comes with
better customer service.

•

Always have a good bond with TM/TO & the concerned officials of DoP for any
kind of help to give best service to our customers

One requires knowledge of:
1.Products : the products and services your company sells. Have a thorough
knowledge of all the products and services which comes under your department.
You should be able to solve any query without going back to the modules and
guidelines. Try and have an overview of all the products and services provided by
your company so that just in case a customer comes to you with a query which
doesn’t belong to your department, at least you can guide him for the right place.
2.Processes: Learn and master the processes on which you have to work for
smooth and quick workings. Ensure that you don’t commit any error as it will spoil
the whole process thereby causing process gaps and consequent delays.
3.IPPB and DoP Team Members: know your people, your team, your supervisors,
their roles, duties, responsibilities so that it can ease your work as well as your
customers. You should know the people very well with whom you are going to
interact on daily basis. You should also know their behaviour, nature so that you
know how to deal with everyone easily and without any hassles. Always try and
know your people more and more.
4. About Competitors – Some basic information about the competition available
in Payments Bank industry.
5. KYC Guidelines: Always keep yourself updated with the changes happening in
RBI guidelines and other statutory rules and regulations. It has a very serious impact
on your day to day business activities and also for framing the business plans.
Hence its important to have the knowledge of the same for smooth flow of
business.
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Case Study: Customer Service (Wonder Auto)
From on outset, I knew this was going to be a different sort of Auto ride. I walked out of the
hotel and just like it has happened hundreds of times before…magically, the Auto
appeared.
But from that moment on, it wasn’t a ride, it was an experience! It was really a wonderful
auto ride.
The hotel boy put my suitcase in the auto and I got into the back seat. The driver, eventually
I came to know that his name was Sandeep, immediately turned around in his seat and
greet with folded hand and said “Namaste Sir ji”. As I also greeted him with some surprize,
he introduced himself and asked what kind of music I liked or if I had some wish to watch
some movie of my choice. Then I suddenly realized that his auto was not a normal auto, it
had lot of accessories like LCD TV, Fans, WiFi facility, STD PCO, Newspapers, First Aid Box etc.
I told him to surprise me and he suggested classical album of Lata Ji and Mohd. Rafi
because “you can’t help but feel joyful if you’re listening to Lata ji in a traffic of Mumbai.”
he said with smile.
As we headed towards the railway station — my marketing lesson continued. Ranjit got a
call (like auto drivers always do) but quickly told his wife he had to go because he was
chatting with his customer right now and can’t talk more.
He proudly pointed out to me that his Auto was a unique auto and as I commented on
how his auto looks very clean, he explained that he wipes down the interior a few times a
day to keep it like new.
In the course of the conversation he gave me a small chit captured his name and mobile
number on it. He invited me to call and pre-schedule with him next time I was in
Mumbai. He told me that most of his fares were by referral or repeat business. I’m not
surprised.
When we got to the railway station, he got my bag out of the auto very gently with a warm
smile on his face. He said goodbye with another “Namaste” off course with his lovely smile.
I bet it won’t surprise you that he received more than a healthy tip of Rs. 50/- from me over
and above his auto charges. And I suspect that’s the case with most of his customers.
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Customer Grievance Management
What is a Complaint: Statement of unhappiness about a situation or criticism when a
customer’s expectations with IPPB are not met.
Primary Reasons for customer complaints.
✓ Delay in customer service
✓ Due to gaps in expected and actual service rendered
✓ Issues related to technical problem like
o No SMS alerts coming
o Mobile Banking APP is always down
✓ No communication from GDS / Postmen / IPPB
✓ Misbehavior with customers or harassment caused to the customer
IPPB customer can register their complaints at the below mentioned places.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

IPPB Branch
Contact center
Customer service points
Bank’s website
E-Mail –Contact@ippbonline.in

These are different people to whom our customer may approach if their problem doesn’t
get resolved by the various service points as mentioned previously.
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Level 1 – IPPB Branch Manager
Level 2 - Circle Nodal Officer
Level 3 - Principal Nodal Officer
Mr. Gursharan Rai Bansal
Chief Sales & Marketing Officer
Malcha Marg Post Office Building
Chanakyapuri, New Delhi 110021
Email ID: csmo@ippbonline.in

Level 4 – Banking Ombudsman
•
•
•
•

Customers can also file their complaints with the Banking Ombudsman under
the Banking Ombudsman Scheme, 2006.
The scheme covers all Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks & Scheduled
Primary co-operative banks.
Notified on 26.12.2005 under section 35A of Banking Regulation Act, 1949.
Scheme came into effect from 01 January 2006.
The objective of the scheme is to facilitate the resolution of complaints relating
to Banking Service through conciliation and mediation or by passing an award.
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QRCF – Query / Request / Complaint / Feedback
Query

Request

Complaint

Feedback

Customer wants information
✓ What is the interest rate in Savings Bank Account?
✓ What are the document required to open an account?
Customer gives specific instruction for processing
✓ I want to deposit Rs. 5000 in my IPPB Ac.
✓ Please register my mobile number for SMS Banking
activation
Customer has some issues
✓ I have deposited Rs. 4000/- in my IPPB account but receipt
is showing only Rs. 400/✓ My account debited by Rs. 5000/-/but my mother has not
received the money
Customer shares his view about IPPB products or services
✓ QR card is excellent feature but can you provide Debit Card
also.
✓ Please allow to withdraw Rs. 25000/- through doorstep
banking services

Transaction failed Amount debited

QRCF?

I do not have PAN Card, whether I can open account with IPPB
Bank should provide passbook to senior citizen
How much money I can keep in my IPPB account?
Name Wrongly Mentioned in QR Card
You sent me to a counter where no one is available to answer
Please register my mobile number for SMS Banking
GDS comes late
Are you providing crop loan?
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I need to change my communication address. What is the procedure?

Query

I need someone to help me plan investments for my girl child who is 8
years old

Request

This bank is very good and I will surely ask others to open account with
IPPB only

Feedback

I am transferring Rs. 5000/- to my wife through IMPS but APP is not
showing the IFSC code of my wife’s bank account

Complaint

The service of Postman of our area is not good.

Feedback

I have not received chq book for my current account

Complaint

I want to withdraw Rs. 5000/- from my account at my doorstep

Request

I want to stop payment for 1 chq issued to one of my party

Request

Tips to handle the customer complaint
✓ Listen Carefully
✓ Understand the problem
✓ Show Empathy
✓ Capture the Query / Request / Complaint / Feedback properly in the Mobile APP
✓ Inform to the respective TM / TO
✓ No argument or fighting with customer
✓ Follow-up on time with respective TM/TO for resolution
✓ Be in touch with customer always
✓ Update customer on his/her Query/ Request/ Complaint / Feedback
✓ Learn and update your knowledge for future
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Basics of Sales
What is Sales?
Selling Is Identifying the Needs Of A Potential Customer And Satisfying Those Needs
• Buying a new bike for your son
•
•
•
•

Dealing with seed supplier in a village
Convince to reduce the price for vegetables
Interview for a job
Mother convincing her son to eat green salad

For doing all the activities mentioned above, one needs to have practice of regular advice
(Persuasion)
Sales Skill requires Persuasion with little bit of positive Attitude.
What is Need: Basic things which are needed for survival of an Individual.
FAB Concept: Matching prospect needs to Benefit requires a little bit of understanding of
Features-Advantages-Benefit Concept.
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Competition at a glance
•

•

•

•
•

Regional Rural Banks
o Local level banking organizations created with a view to serve primarily the
rural areas of India with basic banking and financial services
o Have Urban presence as well
o Over 50 RRBs with a network of 19,000+ branches and deposits of over Rs
240,000 crores*
Co-operative banks
o Small banks operating in Urban and Rural areas under different st
ructural
organizations
o Over 80 banks with a huge network of branches
Small Finance Banks
o Banks with a small finance bank license can provide basic banking service of
acceptance of deposits and lending.
Few Public sector Banks
Other Payment banks
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Competitive Scenario between Payments Bank
India
Post Paytm
Payments Bank
Payments Bank
Parent organization
Parent
origin

Department
Post

organisation Government

Airtel Payments FINO payments
Bank
Bank

of One97
Bharti Airtel ltd.
communication

Finopaytech ltd.

Private

Private
Telecom

Private

Savings A/c

YES

YES

YES

YES

Current A/c

YES

NO

NO

YES

Remittances

YES

YES

YES

YES

Self-care (Recharge, YES
DTH etc.)

YES

YES

YES

Bill Payments

YES

YES

YES

YES

Investment/Insurance YES
and credit

NO

NO

Loan/insurance

India
Post Paytm
Payments Bank
Payments Bank
Parent organization
Parent
origin

Department
Post

organisation Government

Airtel Payments FINO payments
Bank
Bank

of One97
Bharti Airtel ltd.
communication

Finopaytech ltd.

Private

Private
Telecom

Private

Savings A/c

YES

YES

YES

YES

Current A/c

YES

NO

NO

YES

Remittances

YES

YES

YES

YES

Self care (Recharge, YES
DTH etc.)

YES

YES

YES

Bill Payments

YES

YES

YES

YES

Investment/Insurance YES
and credit

NO

NO

Loan/insurance
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Elements of Sales
Main attraction of IPPB
•

•

Accessibility
•
•

Accessible across multiple channels like branch, Mobile Banking, Merchant,
Call Centers, Missed Call banking

•

Paperless banking

Affordability
•
•

•

Doorstep Banking Services

•

Low Monthly Average Balance (MAB) requirement,
Interoperability Feature with POSB
Host of Third party Products & services

Trust
•
•
•
•

Government approved & owned entity for banking
150 years of rich experience in serving customers
Extensive reach in unbanked area
Technology enabled, biometric authentication facility

Applying Sales Skill in different scenarios
The core focus customer segments of IPPB is as follows.
Remittance
Receiver

Remittance
Sender

Direct Benefit
Transfer
Beneficiaries

Urban
Migrants

Influencer

Rural Student
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Remittance Receiver
Customer Pain Points (Gap Area)
✓ Distant bank branches/ ATMs. Concerns with
carrying cash from the far-away bank.
✓ Forced to compromise on daily schedule due to
restricted banking hours
✓ Lack of knowledge about bank a/c & their
usage/ processes
✓ Costly remittances through informal channels
✓ Apprehensive
about
digital
means
of
transactions
✓ Other factors such as Intimidating attitude of
Bank’s Staff, Language barrier, etc.
✓ Loan Process from Bank is time consuming
Solutions Offered by IPPB
1. Savings Account can be opened in no time with only Aadhaar. No other
documents are required
2. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions delivered by trusted Postman at
affordable cost
3. Financial Queries of customers can also be taken care by GDS/PM.
Other Benefits
1. Wide-spread physical presence and local reach
2. Simple and convenient Banking Services like SMS Banking, Missed Call Banking,
Mobile Banking and IVR
3. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions delivered by a trusted source at
affordable cost
4. Trust in India Post, a government entity
5. Integration with POSB, higher interest rate
6. Customer friendly and non-intimidating environment
7. Banking in local / vernacular language
8. Access to remittances without waiting in queue and transaction authorization
through biometric – Convenient and Secure
9. Insurance, loan, investments through formal channels, Bill payments and DBT
services at Door Step
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Case Senario Remittance Receiver – Janaki
•

Jaanki is 35 years old, housewife, educated till 6th
standard and married having two kids. Her husband
works in construction company as a daily wage
labourer in a metro city. Every month, he sends Rs.
5000/- to Rs. 6000/- to her bank account and her
bank is very far from her home. She does some
tailoring jobs on her side to supplement the earnings.
She is satisfied living in the village and has a strong
community bond.

•

Going to a bank makes her nervous. She has
difficulty filling out forms and feels the lack of support
and comfort. Therefore, any remaining money is
kept at home in the form of cash rather than being
deposited into the bank.

•

At times when the withdrawn money falls short of the
expenses, instead of going to the bank again, she
borrows small amounts of money from neighbors or
takes credit from Mrs. Shanti who is a school teacher
repaying them (interest free) after her next visit to
the bank.

•

She knows that in the near future the expenses will
increase, once her kids get older. For her, the only
way to have more money in-hand is to cut down on
her expenses

Janaki

Sales Pitch
1. Open account with No Paper Work: You can open an
IPPB account within minutes using only your Aadhaar
Number. No other paperwork required
2. Instantly Receive Money from your Relatives: Your
relatives can send you money instantly from any of
their bank accounts. And you can easily withdraw
money when you meet me using only your Aadhaar
and biometric
3. Easy Bill Payments at your Doorstep: You can also pay
your bills such as electricity and recharge your
mobile, DTH, etc. when you meet me using only your
Aadhaar and biometric.
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Remittance Sender (Urban Migrants)
Customer Pain Points (Gap Area)
✓ Distant bank branches/ ATMs. Concerns
with carrying cash from the far-away bank
for deposit
✓ Forced to compromise on daily schedule
due to restricted banking hours
✓ Lack of knowledge about bank a/c & their
usage/ processes
✓ Costly
remittances
through
informal
channels
✓ Apprehensive about digital means of
transactions
✓ Other factors such as Intimidating attitude
of Bank’s Staff, Language barrier, etc.
✓ Loan Process from Bank is time consuming
Solutions Offered by IPPB
1. Savings Account can be opened in no time with only Aadhaar. No other
documents are required
2. Instant money transfer at affordable cost at door step, No Minimum limit of transfer
and loss of work hours.
3. Vast network of trusted postman/GDS to deliver services at doorstep of beneficiary
Other Benefits
1. Wide-spread physical presence and local reach
2. Simple and convenient Banking Services like SMS Banking, Missed Call Banking,
Mobile Banking and IVR
3. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions delivered by a trusted source at
affordable cost
4. Trust in India Post, a government entity
5. Integration with POSB, higher interest rate
6. Customer friendly and non-intimidating environment
7. Banking in local / vernacular language
8. Access to remittances without waiting in queue and transaction authorization
through biometric – Convenient and Secure
9. Insurance, loan, investments through formal channels, Bill payments and DBT
services at Door Step
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Case Senario Remittance Sender – Netram Urban Migrant
✓ Netram is 22 years old, who has migrated to a city
and currently works at a construction site. He has
studied till 8th class, is unmarried and lives in a
rented room with roommates. He works in shifts, six
days a week.
✓ He knows his family has big expectation from him.
And in a way, he feels the need to justify his
presence in the city. Adding to this pressure is the
fact that he has no backup if things don’t work out
his way.
✓ He gets daily wages and saves a small amount,
which he accumulates over the course of the
month, which he transfers back home. The savings
he makes on a daily basis is perceived to be too
small to be deposited in the bank.
✓ Therefore, his visits to the bank are mainly triggered
by the need to transfer money to his family.
Sometimes he sends money through someone.
Flexibility and security of money being sent home
is paramount to him, for which he is ready to pay
extra amount.

Netram

Sales Pitch
1. Open account with No Paper Work: You can open an
IPPB account within minutes using only your Aadhaar
Number. No other paperwork required
2. Convenient for your Family to receive Money: You
can also get your dependents to open accounts for
free and send money instantly to them. They can visit
any post office to withdraw money, or get it at their
doorstep from trusted postman
3. Get Protection and Loan easily with your IPPB
Account: You can also buy life / health insurance and
personal loan for yourself and your family with
minimal paperwork using your IPPB account
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Direct Benefit Transfer Beneficiary
Customer Pain Points (Gap Area)
✓ Limited banking penetration among the target
beneficiaries (in rural areas)
✓ Lack of formal access to loans
✓ Lack of knowledge about bank a/c & their
usage/ processes
✓ Costly remittances through informal channels
(in case the beneficiary is staying outside its
home town)
✓ Bank staff reluctant to open Zero Balance A/c
for poor customers, unfriendly staff
✓ Language barrier in communication
✓ Cost of availing DBT benefit is high (where the
beneficiary has to travel several km to visit
bank branch)
Solutions Offered by IPPB
1. Savings Account (with no MAB and QAB) can be opened in no time with only
Aadhaar at doorstep. No other documents are required.
2. DBT will come directly into account which can be used on merchants or withdrawn
through friendly and trusted GDS/PM.
3. No loss of work hours as account can be operated through GDS at door step.
Other Benefits
1. Wide-spread physical presence and local reach
2. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions
3. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions delivered by a trusted source at
affordable cost
4. Trust in India Post, a government entity
5. Integration with POSB, higher interest rate
6. Customer friendly and non-intimidating environment
7. Banking in local / vernacular language
8. Access to remittances, insurance, loan through formal channels
9. Easy to understand banking products
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Case Senario – Manglu - DBT Beneficiary
•

Manglu is 35 years old labour who works on
various projects under MANREGA scheme of
government.

•

Currently he has been engaged with
deepening of pond in the village under
MANREGA scheme.

•

He always finds difficulty to receive his labour
charges. His supervisor (Munshi) always cut some
amount because of some or other reason.

•

Manglu is always annoyed and 2-3 times had
some altercation with his supervisor.

•

He is having 2 girl kids. His wife is also works under
MANREGA project.

•

He gets daily wages and saves a small amount,
which he accumulates over the course of the
month. The savings he makes on a daily basis is
perceived to be too small to be deposited in the
bank.

•

He is having 2 acres of land also but not doing
farming as he incurred losses during the last
season due to heavy rain fall in his village.

Maglu

Sales Pitch
1. DBT directly in your account: Open your account
using Aadhaar in minutes, and DBT money will
directly come to your account. You can withdraw it
whenever you meet me. Or keep it in the account
and let it grow. It’s safe
2. Easy Balance Check: You can easily check your
account balance by giving a missed call on our
number. You don’t need a passbook
3. Convenient and Instant Remittance: You can send/
receive money instantly at minimal cost simply with
your Aadhaar & biometric
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Rural Influencer
Customer Pain Points (Gap Area)
✓ Distant bank branches/ATMs
✓ Uses WhatsApp but not Digital Banking.
✓ Have knowledge about bank a/c & their usage
but not open to digital platform.
✓ Remittances through informal channels-Handing
to Friend and Relative
✓ Intimidated by paper work at the bank,
unfriendly staff
✓ Access to Formal Loans and Investment
products.
✓ Concerns with taking cash to the far-away bank
for deposit

Solutions Offered by IPPB
1. Doorstep Cash deposit and Cash Withdrawal
2. Trust in India Post, a government entity. Easy to use self-service channels & selfempowerment
3. Easy access and Information to investment products, insurance and loans at door
step.
Other Benefits
1. Wide-spread physical presence
2. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions
3. Access to banking at no / minimal cost
4. Trust in India Post, a government entity
5. Integration with POSB, higher interest rate
6.
7.
8.
9.

Customer friendly and non-intimidating environment
Banking in local / vernacular language
Access to remittances, insurance, loan through formal channels
Easy to use self-service channels*
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Case Senario – Shanti Madam
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mrs. Shanti Singh is 38 years old.
She is a high school teacher in a village.
She is enjoying good trust and respect in the
community.
People regularly visits her to seek advice on various
front including education, financial guidance and
health.
She is always ready to extend the support and
guidance to the people.
Her husband is a Govt. employee and is posted in
a town 100 kms away and their kids are studying in
class 8th and 5th.
Mohan, a Gramin Dak Sevak of the nearby Post
Office visits her house to deliver a parcel from an ecommerce service provider.

Shanti Madam

Sales Pitch
1. No Queues No Paper Work : You can open an IPPB
account from the comfort of your home using only
your Aadhaar Number. No need to stand in queues
at banks or submit lengthy paperwork
2. Instant Send Money to Kids: You can send money to
your family at a minimal cost by simply requesting the
trusted postman to visit your home. You can also use
the IPPB mobile app to send money
3. Easy Payments and Loans/Insurance: You can also
pay your bills such as electricity and recharge your
mobile, DTH, etc. through the app or the postman.
Also you can easily get loan / insurance through IPPB
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Rural Students
Customer Pain Points (Gap Area)
✓ Distant

bank

branches.

Significant

time

required to go to the Bank and wait for service
✓ Poor Service and intimidating environment
✓ Less knowledge about bank a/c & their usage
✓ Lot of documents required to open an
account
✓ Have heard/used digital banking but require
further training/handholding
✓ Language barrier in communication
✓ Low or Medium Financial Literacy

Solutions Offered by IPPB
1. Receive scholarships/part-time work salary directly in bank account.
2. Mobile Bill payment/Data recharges & college fee payment through online mode
3. Easy, fast and secure remittances from parents, secure withdrawals at door steps.
Other Benefits
1. Wide-spread physical presence
2. Doorstep banking with assisted transactions with better service at low cost which
saves time
3. Since this segment knows digital banking, Mobile Banking/Internet Banking Services
,SMS/Missed Call Banking will be of great use to them
4. Trust in India Post, a government entity
5. The POSB account can be used to inculcate the habit of savings/investment in
them.
6. Customer friendly and non-intimidating environment
7. Banking in local / vernacular language
8. Access to remittances, insurance, loan through formal channels, Bill payments and.
Loan Facility at your Door Step
9. Bringing them knowledge of Banking at early stage through financial literacy
camps at Branch or through GDS
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Case Senario – Chitra
•

Chitra lives with her parents in Omalur in Tamil
Nadu

•

Her home is an hour away from her college. Uses
a bus to get to college.

•

Likes chatting with her friends on WhatsApp and
going out for movies. She watches TV serials using
Hotstar, uses Youtube to watch videos online,
and download movies and music from the
internet.

•

She is tech-savy and very frequently uses her
smartphone for online shopping and visiting
social media sites for social networking

•

She visits bank once a month

•

She is aware of digital banking and already have
mobile banking app

•

Does part time work during holidays to fund her
education?

Chitra

•

Sales Pitch
1. Scholarship directly in your account: Scholarship
money will directly come to your account and you
can withdraw it whenever you meet me. Or keep it
in the account and let it grow. It’s safe
2. Convenient Recharge and Withdrawals : You can
recharge your mobile phone and withdraw money
as well, when you meet me using only your Aadhaar
and biometric. You can also use the IPPB mobile app
for various services.
3. Easy Balance Check: You can easily check your
account balance by simply giving a missed call or
logging on to the easy-to-use mobile app
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Account Closure
Handling of Account Closure request
✓ Bank will not allow account closure through a representative, Presence of the
account holder/ customer shall be mandatory
✓ All account closure to be forwarded in system to AOM for review.
✓ Customer should be authenticated through biometric authentication. GDS/Counter
Staffs should enter the application details in the system
✓ Customer should be asked to select the method of payment (Cash or NEFT/ RTGS/
Fund Transfer)
✓ Cash can be paid only for amounts up to INR 10,000 at CSP (HO/SO/BO) or doorstep
based on the eligibility of Access Point & above INR 10,000, NEFT/ RTGS/ Fund Transfer
should only be allowed
✓ The reason for closure of account to be noted by call center or by the AOM
✓ Account closure proceeds above 20000 to be approved by circle manager & below
it can be approved by BM

Account Closure – Various Scenarios

Primary POSB

Primary IPPB

Following are the various possibilities of account closure requests by the customers and the
respective action to be taken by GDS/postman.

Scenarios
Close both IPPB & POSB

What to Do
Accept request for both & submit for AOM action

Close only IPPB

Accept request in mobile app & submit for AOM action

Close only POSB

Guide the customer to visit PO

Close both IPPB & POSB
Close only IPPB

Accept request for IPPB & guide customer to visit PO for
POSB
Accept request in mobile app & submit for AOM action

Close only POSB

Guide the customer to visit PO for closure
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The Third Pillar – Enabling Digital India through
Merchants
Merchant Onboarding
Shopkeepers or businessmen who want to partner with IPPB to provide payment services at
their shops or offices are called merchants. Following is the process to onboard a merchant.
✓ GDS/Postman & Counter Staff receive a request for opening a Current A/c with IPPB
Bank from a new customer.
✓ Agent follows the process to open the Current Account. Agent also informs the
customer about the ease and benefits of IPPB Merchant App
✓ Post Account opening, IPPB sends SMS to customer with Current Account details and
a link to download Merchant App
✓ Customer downloads the Merchant App and enters IPPB Current Account No. and
Mobile No.
✓ Information is sent to the CBS for validation. Post successful validation, Customer
receives a Login ID and One Time Password
✓ Customer enters the ID and OTP and sets a new PIN/ Password
✓ Customer is on-boarded as a Merchant now

Merchant QRCF
Management

(Query,

Request,

Complaint

&

Feedback)

Query

Request

• On receiving the query, the user will
resolve the query using FAQs.
• In case the query is a product query
and not covered in the FAQ’s, the
user can direct the merchant to call
contact center
• If a service related query, and not
covered in FAQ, it should be raised as
a ‘Service request’ and dealt
accordingly.
• If the agent is not able to identify the
type of query and the same is not
available in FAQ’s, the details should
be entered under ‘Other Questions’
section in FAQs

• The agent will enter the request
details in the system as per the
merchant’s inputs. If applicable,
inform the merchant about the
applicable charges, status of the
ticket (if already raised), and
turnaround time. Raise the ticket in
the system and provide details to the
merchant.
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Complaint

Feedback

• If the complaint can be resolved
immediately, then the agent should
politely convey regret and take
corrective action. Else, complaint
should be logged in the system and
the merchant should be informed the
TAT for the same
• Dispute: A complaint should be
entered in the Dispute Management
System
• Device related complaint: The ticket
should be forwarded to the Manager
(Area operation) as per the workflow
• Bank related complain: The ticket
should be forwarded to the identified
Nodal Officer as per the workflow.

• The agent should note the feedback
in the system and forward it to the
identified IPPB Nodal Officer. On
receiving the feedback, the nodal
officer, based on his understanding
will take appropriate action.

Merchant Discontinuation
•

The request for discontinuation of merchant services would be recorded as a service
request by the GDS

•

The request would go to the officials in contact center who would contact the
merchant at their registered mobile number and try to convince them not to
discontinue merchant services

•

If the merchant still requests to discontinue, the request would be forwarded to the
base IPPB branch in which the merchant services were issued.
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Promise Card
How can I contribute to business of IPPB, source maximum number of accounts, give good
service, build a strong brand value & fulfil last mile banking products & services.

Service Oath
•

We are part of IPPB

•

Every customer of IPPB is like MY guest

•

His requirement is MY responsibility

•

I will do everything feasible to meet his requirement
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
About Payments Bank and others
1. What is the concept of payments bank?

A Payments Bank is a “differentiated bank” set-up under the guidelines issued on Nov 27, 2014
by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to further financial inclusion for the underserved
population by providing (i) current and savings accounts and (ii) payments or
remittance services to migrant labour workforce, low income households, small
businesses, unorganised sector entities and other users. This is to be done by enabling
high volume-low value transactions in deposits and payments or remittance services in
a secure technology-driven environment. A Payments bank is not allowed to lend or
take any form of credit exposure on its books. The intent is to create a differentiated
bank whose focus is to drive electronic payments in the country.
2. How will IPPB impact DoP's business?

"India Post will benefit in multiple ways. POSB customers will gain access to the larger
banking ecosystem through IPPB. They will be able to use funds in their POSB accounts
to pay bills, EMI, Premiums, invest in mutual funds, remit money instantly using the
interoperable platform made available by the linked IPPB account.
DoP will also be able to contribute to the GoI’s Digital India initiative. The capability of making and
accepting digital payments across online, physical counters, customer’s doorstep, internet,
mobile, IVR, kiosks etc. facilitated by IPPB will enable DoP to break into hitherto untapped
business lines such as online e-Commerce, retail in store payments, mass transit, online
bill payments, etc., apart from reclaiming market share in remittances and subsidy
payments.
The most important benefit to DoP would be a return to relevance in the customer’s life with modern
day methods of payments and banking."
3. What is the advantage of IPPB?

"The accessibility and ease of use of services through a combination of modern
technology and the widespread DoP physical network, capable of providing door step
services is the USP of IPPB. The latest payments and banking technology, easy to use
interface, the trusted network of the post office and its dedicated staff with a local
connect will make it a unique payment bank.
IPPB will bring in innovative services and interface for its target customer segments in all
areas. Through a combination of physical and digital channels, payments bank will build
the most accessible bank in the country especially in rural and underserved areas of the
country."
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4. Will IPPB be governed by the Banking Regulations Act?
Yes
5. What is the idea behind the payments bank? Why are we starting such a bank?

"A vast majority of the rural population, is still unbanked or underbanked. An easily
accessible payments network and universal access to savings is fundamental to
financial inclusion. At the same time, several non-banking entities such as the
Department of Posts (DoP), prepaid payment instrument companies, business
correspondent companies, etc., have had reasonable success in facilitating payments
and other select financial services in urban areas. Their customers, however, face several
limitations and difficulties arising out of their nonbanking status. Of particular note
amongst these is DoP which has a wide network and experience of handling financial
transactions, but does not have a banking license.
Given the potential of these non-banking entities to further the cause of financial
inclusion, the RBI granted such entities a differentiated banking license, i.e. a payments
bank license, which enables these entities to provide banking services other than credit.
Credit and insurance are as integral to financial inclusion as are other banking services,
and payments bank can offer these products as well but only in partnership with other
banks/ insurers and on a non-risk sharing basis."
6. Will the operations of IPPB be similar to that of POSB? If yes, why are we creating a

payments bank?
IPPB is a RBI regulated entity and hence connected with the rest of the banking
ecosystem which enables IPPB customers to move funds across different banks which
POSB cannot offer. Further, POSB currently has paper based processes for account
opening and servicing whereas IPPB will be more technology driven, with a focus on
digital payment transactions - i.e. remittances, bill payments etc. which is not a focus for
POSB.
7. What is the difference between a bank and IPPB?

Unlike traditional / scheduled commercial bank or 'Universal' banks a Payments Bank
cannot provide credit products e.g. Loans, credit cards to its customers. IPPB is
mandated to focus on basic banking through current accounts & savings account,
providing payments and remittance services to small businesses and low-income
households initially be restricted to holding a maximum balance of Rs. 1,00,000 per
individual customer. However, it can form partnerships with other banks and financial
institutions such as mutual funds and insurance companies to provide third party
financial services such as loans, mutual funds and insurance
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8. IPPB will be governed by RBI guidelines, but POSB is governed by Ministry of Finance,
how will this arrangement work?
Both IPPB and POSB will act in accordance with their respective regulations and
guidelines. All interoperability features will be implemented by necessary approvals from
RBI (already approved) and Ministry of Finance.
9. Why has RBI capped the account limit to INR 1 lakh?

RBI has opened up banking licenses to a number of companies which weren't really
involved in banking per se. It foresees operational risks in this business and hence wants
to mitigate it by capping the end of day balances. However, RBI has said that it'll reassess
this limit after watching the performance of the payments banks
10. Who will be the owner of the bank?

IPPB will be 100% owned by the Government of India (through DoP). It will have an
independent board of directors with representation from DoP and other stakeholders
from within the Government of India. It will be the first Public Sector Enterprise under the
DoP
11. Is IPPB our first step towards privatization?

No, IPPB has been set up as a Public Limited Company under the Department of Posts
with an independent Board of Directors.
12. What has been the international experience in payments bank?

Payments bank' as such is a niche concept. However, globally there are multiple success
stories of postal banks in various countries in Europe, Asia etc.
13. What is the aim for IPPB, is it to service the masses or make profit?

IPPB's aim is to serve the financially underserved and create digital payments ecosystem
in line with Govt.'s vision. However, it is funded by taxpayer's money, hence, it'll definitely
also aim to be self sustaining
14. Why is IPPB a separate identity?

This is as per the requirements of the payments bank guidelines of the RBI. DoP is a Govt.
department and does not come under the regulation of RBI. For IPPB to be regulated
by RBI, it had to be set up as a separate legal entity as per the guidelines for Payments
Bank
15. Will IPPB have overdraft facility?

No, overdraft is not allowed as per RBI guidelines for Payments bank
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16. Why wasn’t POSB converted to IPPB, when we are already on CBS?
IPPB is a payments bank and regulations do not allow IPPB to have end of day balances
above 1 lakh. Also as a Payments Bank it cannot offer other savings products such as
RD, TD, PPF, SSY, MIS, KVP/NSC, etc. Hence POSB will continue to have these and many
other investment products. IPPB will primarily focus on enabling inter-operable digital
payments transactions and provision of third party financial services. Thus, IPPB and POSB
complement each other and will mutually benefit each other.
17. What will happen to POSB after IPPB is implemented fully?

POSB and IPPB products are complementary and both will co-exist. POSB is more
focussed on returns from small savings, IPPB will be focussed on transactions. Thus there
will be an inherent synergy between the two and each will complement the other. The
Banking Regulator, RBI has also permitted continuation of POSB along with IPPB.
18. What will be the effect of IPPB products on the existing PoSB products?

"Given the difference in purpose of the two accounts, the POSB customers shall be
encouraged to open an IPPB account for managing their fund flow including bill
payments, remittances to other family members, businesses etc. depending on their
needs.
Customers focusing on savings may prefer to have their deposits with POSB and transact
through their IPPB account as per requirements. Customers will be given the option to
channel money from their IPPB accounts to any of the POSB schemes. For example, an
IPPB customer will be able to use money in his account to open and service a RD/ TD/
SSY or any other POSB account (will be made available soon after launch). Thus both
IPPB and POSB can synergistically serve the customers."

19. All the IMPS, NEFT should have ideally come to POSB account (bachat khata), when CBS

was introduced, but it did not happen. Why can’t we move NEFT, RTGS, IMPS kind of
transaction mechanisms to DoP instead of IPPB?
As POSB is not a RBI regulated entity, it cannot be connected to NEFT/IMPS/RTGS/UPI
etc. i.e. the central payments system that needs to be routed through an RBI regulated
entity. IPPB is being set up by DoP exactly to meet this criteria so that all the NEFT/RTGS/
other transaction mechanisms etc. will be routed through the IPPB account of the
customer
20. Since inter-operability is the USP of IPPB, how does IPPB plan to resolve the linking and

transferring to any other bank account apart from POSB?
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"IPPB accounts of customers will be linked only to their POSB accounts for sweep-out of
excess funds (beyond Rs 100,000).
The linking to POSB is an in-house decision to prevent the operations and services of DoP
from getting hampered. This is also aligned with the positioning of IPPB as a ""Kharche ka
Khaata"" and POSB as ""Bhachat ka Khaata""
The customer will be able to transfer funds to/from any other bank account of her choice
(as a remittance transaction e.g.. NEFT/IMPS/UPI) thus not restricting their usage of IPPB
accounts."
21. Will customers not get confused between POSB and IPPB products?

"Both POSB and IPPB will have different branding and the product features will be quite
different. POSB will be positioned as a 'savings' instrument that enables customers to
make more returns by investment in other high-interest rate POSB schemes such as fixed
deposit, recurring deposits etc., whereas IPPB account will enable everyday 'payments'
of the customer such as bill payments, remittances to family members, payments at
merchant locations etc.
Customers focusing on savings may prefer to have their deposits with POSB and transact
through their IPPB account as per their payment/ transaction requirements.
Thus, both IPPB and POSB can create synergies to serve the customers.
At time of signing up, customers will be clearly told what the product features are and
customers will be able to choose the product of their choice. "
22. Currently, the IPPB accounts are being opened for individuals with no provision for joint

accounts. This will create technical glitches in linking with the POSB accounts?
"As of now only individual accounts are being opened in IPPB and hence only individual
POSB accounts can be linked. In case of joint accounts, POSB customers should be
encouraged to open separate individual POSB accounts which can be linked to the
IPPB accounts.
In the system, appropriate validations will be done to only link individual IPPB accounts
with individual POSB accounts and no technical glitches will occur."
23. How do you do sweep in sweep out from current account?

Approval of Ministry of Finance (MoF) has been requested
24. Merchants and Villagers are not comfortable with digital payments then how will IPPB

cater to this resistance?
IPPB with the help of DoP staff will conduct customer & merchant awareness and
education drives. The focus of these campaigns will be to communicate the benefits of
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digital transactions. IPPB is introducing a number of industry leading innovations that will
make adoption of digital transactions easier and more acceptable. Benefits of digital
transactions will be explained through practical demonstration and sustained marketing
with the support of DoP last mile to catalyse this mind-set change inline with the national
agenda of working towards a digital India
25. The cash-on-delivery construct is hampering DoP even though the department is

capable in performing the physical deliveries. What is the resolution for the same?
The industry for e-commerce is growing but has a major pain point in the form of cashon delivery that is preferred by a majority of customers (>60%). IPPB and DoP together
will convert this in to an opportunity. IPPB is setting up a platform that will enable the
smartphone equipped postman and GDS to accept electronic payments at the time of
delivery. This solution will be a win-win for all stakeholders - for the postman it reduces
the effort in cash collection/counting/reconciliation etc., for DoP it brings down
accounting hassles and cost of operations, for eCommerce merchants it reduces the
cost of cash collection offers faster reconciliation and increased business, for customers
they still get to pay only at the time of delivery etc.

26. How to educate masses for digital literacy? How there should be a behavioural change?

IPPB as a bank will focus on educating its customers to use more digital payments
methods, thus helping reduce cash handled by access points in the long run. easy to
use solutions would be deployed to help masses adopt digital payments. Further,
repeated messaging and reinforcement by GDS and postmen will help drive the
behavioural change in the masses.

27. How similar/different from the RICT roll out and its objectives will IPPB be?

RICT devices are a bit bulky and will be used in Branch post offices (BOs). In case of
doorstep banking, delivery agents (GDS and postman) will be equipped with a
smartphone and other auxiliary devices to enable them to carry out banking services
conveniently at the customer's doorsteps. Further, IPPB will also develop an app for RICT
device, which will allow the RICT device to also be used for IPPB's services for customers
who walk-in at a BO.
28. Will RICT implementation stop due to the implementation of IPPB?

No, RICT implementation is very critical for both IPPB and DoP. RICT implementation will
continue for providing POSB services on the device in BO.
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29. Our previous efforts failed due to lack of coordination between different departments.
Here also multiple stakeholders are getting involved. How will we ensure proper
coordination will be there?
Coordination will be a challenge and appropriate governance mechanism is being put
in place at multiple levels - at Directorate, Circles and Division/Sub-division levels. Further,
the IPPB structure has been aligned to the existing DoP administration structure to
facilitate better coordination. The Secretary is also the Chairman of IPPB and thus is the
apex stakeholder for both DoP and IPPB, which will help drive necessary coordination.
30. How to win customers of other banks?

IPPB will be leveraging the infrastructure of DoP which will help IPPB have a wider reach
as compared to all other banks and hence have more accessibility than other banks.
Doorstep and assisted banking will act as a USP for IPPB. The RICT devices will act as the
widest deployment of physical acceptance infrastructure in rural areas. These factors
will help IPPB win customers of other banks, especially in rural areas
31. Are incentives based on the revenue earned by IPPB or profits earned by IPPB?

Incentives would be paid on revenue earned by IPPB and not on the profits earned by
IPPB
32. Does IPPB have a strategy to incentivize the counter staff at IPPB exclusive counters?

Yes, For every revenue generating transaction, IPPB will share commissions not just with
the GDS/postmen/counter staff who did the transaction, but also with his/her supervisors.
The recommendations of the incentive committee set up by the Postal Dte will be
considered by the competent authority
Incentive for Customer self-service is not a good idea. In insurance, it is good because
the agent keeps the customer paying the premium. With GDS not doing anything in
case of self-service why he should be incentivized? Incentive should be given to
customer instead of Agent.
The purpose of providing incentives to agents for self-service channel is to ensure that
agents who initially on boarded the customer and handhold them to learn to make
transactions on their own are rewarded and do not consider the customers move to self
care as undesirable. The population that needs handholding is large and this way the
agents can be motivated to continue to assist new customers while encouraging the
older customers to keep their accounts active
33. Is the government permitting transaction charges on DBT disbursement?

DBT disbursement from a bank account will be seen as a cash withdrawal transaction
and will be given the same treatment in terms of charges. There are DoE guidelines on
cash payment for DBT
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34. Is there any alternate approach being considered for states like Assam and Jammu &
Kashmir where AADHAR is currently not issued?
Yes, in these States as well as other States where people do not have Aadhaar or are
yet to receive Aadhar card, IPPB will offer accounts basis other valid forms of
identification (KYC). These accounts, however, can be opened and operated only
through the 650 branches and not through every post office. However, with the opening
of the Aadhar enrolment centres in POs, both AADHAR enrolment and opening of IPPB
accounts can be done in a rigorous drive.
35. Is there any alternate approach being considered for terrorism and LWE (Left Wing

Extremist) affected areas?
The topic is currently under discussion and the operating strategy is being devised for
the same. For high-risk areas, greater operational controls in terms of limits on cash
transactions will be implemented and greater efforts towards an early shift towards
digital transactions will be pursued
36. Are the prospects for using bio-metric based transactions far-fetched?

With government's emphasis on digitization and usage of Aadhaar, the penetration and
adoption is increasing rapidly. Usage of biometrics as a mode of customer
authentication is also gaining acceptance and thus usage of bio-metrics will very soon
become the norm rather than an exception.
37. Availability of cash is easy, how to make the shift to cashless?

Along with acquiring customers, IPPB will also acquire merchants and thus develop local
digital cashless ecosystems. With the creation of such local digital cashless ecosystems,
IPPB customer will be able to spend digitally, and over a period of time the usage of
cash would reduce.
38. IPPB will not only compete with other payments bank but also with other organizations

in the payments and delivery ecosystem. Have we considered the possibility?
Yes. Competition has been taken into consideration. However, with the unparalleled
reach of DoP, the trust associated with it, and IPPB's differentiators, it will have a unique
value proposition for its customers.
39. Will we have branches in all HOs?

IPPB will have most of its 650 branches at HO locations. However, there are some
branches that are located in SOs as well. This is primarily in those districts where there is
no HO in the district
40. Will DoP maintain IPPB back office?
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The infrastructure for IPPB back office will be provided by DoP and all major repair works
will be done by DoP however, day to day upkeep will be done by IPPB.
41. What is the branch roll out plan?

650 IPPB branches and ~3000 access points will be operationalized at launch. The rest of
the access points (all ~150,000) will be enabled subsequently throughout the year.
42. What is the difference between common counter and dedicated counter?

Post office staff (PA) at common/shared counters will serve both IPPB and DoP customers
whereas PAs at dedicated counters will only serve IPPB customers. Dedicated counters
are currently being set up at larger post offices (HOs)
43. Is there a difference in the branding design for common counter?

Yes, they will have slightly different branding to differentiate these from counters that will
only serve DoP customers
44. How you are going to place yourself in product differentiation

Our biggest differentiator is offering formal financial services at the customer's door-step
and ease of doing such transactions simply by using their Aadhaar and biometric,
Aadhaar and OTP, QR and biometric/OTP, assisted UPI, etc.
45. Will POSB and IPPB products get merged?

"The savings account of POSB and IPPB will co-exist. IPPB's platform will facilitate the
linking of PO SA with IPPB CA/SA. IPPB will enable interoperability and also enable digital
payments for POSB products such as RD, TD, PLI, etc.
However, the two platforms (i.e. IPPB and POSB) will continue to co-exist."
46. Will customers have two accounts instead of one?

What will happen to POSB accounts? Will all POSB accounts shift to IPPB?"
Customer's POSB accounts will continue as is and a linked IPPB account will be opened
for eligible account holders (POSB account holders with Aadhaar and mobile number
seeded) after taking their consent and performing eKYC. Further, a POSB account will
serve as the sweep out destination for all IPPB accounts (given the limit of 1 lac in IPPB
accounts)
47. Why would anyone open a IPPB Savings account?

The unique feature of IPPB is the convenience through Doorstep banking. IPPB will also
offer access to interoperable services for existing POSB customers, digital and instant
payments transactions enabled across multiple channels for a variety of requirements
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including remittances, bill payments, EMI/premiums, MF payments etc., Further, seamless
access to DoP products and services for new customers are all value additions.
48. Will the 1 lakh account limit create a problem?

Every IPPB account will have a linked POSB account for the purpose of parking funds in
excess of 1 lakh (or a threshold defined by the customer). These will be transferred
automatically at the end of day and customer's consent for this will be obtained right at
the time of account opening
49. If anyone does not want to link with POSB, then?

customer may choose not to link his/her IPPB account with the POSB account. In that
case, the balance in the IPPB account will be capped at 1 lakh (to comply with RBI
guidelines for end of day balances for payments bank)
50. Will IPPB issue debit cards and have ATMs?

"At launch, IPPB may not issue physical debit cards. It will offer QR cards to its customers
which can be used to carry out any kind of transaction at all channels of IPPB. IPPB will
offer virtual Debit cards on the mobile banking app of IPPB.
IPPB will not roll-out additional ATMs of its own at launch. However, IPPB and DoP will
issue cobranded debit cards for the POSB accounts."
51. Will the customer lose money if QR card is lost?

No, the QR card cannot be used without the customers' biometric/OTP authentication.
52. Can we make the QR card usable as both for QR and Debit card? (I want to draw money

in urban areas where there are ATMs. Should I have to go to post office to draw money
in cities? Is the same card used to receive money?)
QR card cannot be used at ATMs. Customer may go to the post office or request a
postman/GDS to come to his/her doorstep for withdrawing money. Further, the QR card
will be multi-purpose and the same QR card can be used to make payments at IPPB
acquired merchants such as DoP post office counters for purchasing other DoP products
and also collect payments for goods and services rendered. IPPB will also acquire
merchants such as kirana stores etc. These QR cards could be used there as well to make
payments.
53. Will we be providing bill payments and loan facilities to consumers?

Yes, IPPB will offer Bill Payments service to its customers and will provide loan products in
partnership with third party providers
54. The rate of interest is diff for POSB and IPPB. How will you tackle the difference of interest

rates in these two accounts. Today the payments bank interest is more than POSB?
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The IPPB interest rate will be a business call taken by IPPB from time to time
55. Is there a tagline for IPPB?

Yes. It is 'Aapka Bank Aapke Dwar'
56. Will local marketing need to be done for branding activities?

Local marketing before and after launch will be part of the brand building exercise
57. How will POSB-IPPB account flows work?

"Sweep out from IPPB account to POSB account:
1. These will occur at end of day, if the balance in IPPB account is higher than the
maximum threshold (say Rs 100,000). The additional amount will be swept out from the
IPPB account to the POSB account
58. Sweep in from POSB account to IPPB account:
1. During a debit/withdrawal transaction, if the transaction value is higher than the

balance available in the IPPB account, IPPB system will check if the linked POSB account
has the required differential amount. After taking required customer consent
(depending upon the channel) the amount will be swept in from the POSB account to
the IPPB account
2. If during the day, IPPB account balance falls below the minimum threshold, customer

will be sent a notification for authorising sweep-in of funds from POSB account to IPPB
account"
59. Can initial account deposit be done using cheque? No, initial account deposit will

only be collected in cash
60. With the emphasis on digital apps and digital handling of cash –why are physical

branches/ networks required?
IPPB branches are basically administrative/back offices managing all the access points
(HO/SO/BOs) of that district
61. Can account opening be done online by the customer themselves?

Yes, this provision would be provided on Mobile banking channel as well as Internet
Banking Channel (subsequently after launch).
62. Often customers do not have access to the proper channels of banking system apart

from their regular business hours, how do we address this?
IPPB mobile application will be available 24X7. Doorstep banking agents will be able to
provide services during extended hours for digital transactions
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63. Cash management is an extremely critical issue, how does IPPB plan to address the
issue?
"IPPB will leverage the current DoP infrastructure for managing cash, rather than creating
a parallel infrastructure, so as to reduce complexities, cost and effort.
Over in the long run, IPPB will aim to push digital payments and reduce the need for
holding cash. IPPB will also acquire merchants, and enable cash management for them.
This would help cash circulate locally and will make post offices self-sufficient with
respect to cash."
64. How will the additional work of IPPB affect the cash management of DoP during

transactions in the branches?
"IPPB will be treated as another line of business by DoP similar to PLI, Mail products,
Financial products etc. Cash across all functions will be fungible.
Approvals have been received from CGA and C&AG to create the necessary
settlement accounts and accounting heads to ease the accounting process"
65. As certain operations are very different in DoP, who will be performing the EOD

operations in IPPB? EOD operations will be centralized at the IPPB DC
66. How will IPPB reduce the cost of transaction and the reconciliation of payments for

merchants?
As the adoption/usage of IPPB's merchant solutions picks up, the cost of transactions for
the merchants would go down. The merchants efforts would reduce with respect to cash
handling, storage, counterfeit, cash security, logistics etc. As all the IPPB transactions
would be in real time, the merchants would have a near real-time access of the
transaction status thus reducing their effort/costs.
67. On the 2nd/ 4th Saturday if a customer comes to the post office for IPPB financial

transactions, how will this work since it is a holiday for IPPB?
If IPPB has a holiday and DoP does not, banking facilities will still be provided to the
customers through the DoP access points and staff at these access points (Postal
Assistants/ Postmen/ GDS)
68. Can customers raise grievances online?

"IPPB customers would be able to raise their Queries, Requests, Complaints across hosts
of channels:
- call center,
- email,
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- mobile/internet banking, or
- by visiting the nearest post office access point or IPPB branch"
69. What is the backup plan for biometric scanners as there is a significant failure rate for

finger print readers?
For fail safe i.e. in cases where biometric scanner is not working or the UIDAI connectivity
is down,
IPPB will authenticate the customer by sending an OTP on the registered mobile number
70. If a customer defaults on their loan payment (sold through an IPPB agent) – who is

responsible? How does that affect IPPB?
While IPPB agent may have provided the lead, the responsibility for conducting due
diligence is of the partner bank sanctioning the loan. Thus responsibility of default is of
the loan provider and not DoP/IPPB
71. Why not use a kirana store as a banking correspondent (BC)?

On Day 1, IPPB will only have DoP as its Banking correspondent, however, as customer
base and operations expand, it may on-board more BCs, including Kirana stores.
72. Will IPPB use the same internet network infrastructure as DoP?

"Yes, IPPB will leverage the existing network infrastructure of DoP at the post offices to
provide transaction services to customers. At post offices where the bandwidth/network
capacity needs to be increased, adequate steps are being taken by DoP.
For door step services through GDS, IPPB is providing the mobile phones/hand held
devices and SIM connectivity"
73. With low mobile penetration and poor mobile connectivity how will IPPB manage

operations?
IPPB will provide GDS with handheld devices. The GDS will facilitate transactions for
customers on these devices through the use of secure biometric authentication. Also, to
ensure proper network connectivity in these devices, the GDS will be provided the
choice of selecting the telecom service provider who offers better connectivity in the
area.
74. What will be the area covered by GDS and Postmen? Who will decide the area covered?

GDS and Postmen will provide banking services in the areas that they already cover as
part of their
DoP routine job. Allocation of doorstep requests to agents will be done by supervisors
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75. Are we making provisions for customer care for the consumers?
IPPB is setting up a contact centre for handling customer care apart from ensuring that
IPPB officers are available at all district HQs for customer grievance redressal as per
regulations
76. How are we going to handle cash when there will be amount more than 1 Lakh in the

account? Are we going to give an auto-sweep option to the customer with the attached
POSB account?
If at end of day, balance in IPPB account is higher than 1 lac or the maximum threshold
defined by the customer, the additional amount will be automatically swept out from
the IPPB account to the linked POSB account. The consent for auto-sweep out will be
taken from the customer at the time of account opening
77. Are we thinking of providing security to the GDS and Postmen if they are to handle cash

in their day to-day work?
IPPB will limit the cash transactions at doorstep and also undertake insurance of IPPB
cash in transit and cash in deposit
78. Who will do the fraud investigation in IPPB?

IPPB will have a central fraud prevention team that will centrally monitor cases of frauds.
In case of frauds, case by case investigation will be done by DoP (ASP/IPO) in
collaboration with IPPB (TM/TO)
79. If a fraud is committed by DOP staff who will be held responsible?

It will be the same process as followed by DoP for POSB.
80. Has IPPB opted for IFSC codes?

Yes, IPPB is going to be party to all the 3 payment systems and therefore will depend on
the payment mode as opted by the customer for the transaction to keep the options
open
81. Any example of a BC model running successfully in India?

There are several corproate Business correspondents such as Oxigen, Eko, FINO etc. who
have several thousand sub-agents offering banking services. FINO has now become a
payments bank itself.
82. Can one personnel be employed both by DoP and IPPB?

No, the GDS/ Postmen/ counter staff will act as agents of IPPB and not be IPPB
employees
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83. Can RICT devices substitute for the handheld devices being procured for IPPB?
The RICT devices cannot effectively substitute the handheld devices due to limited
screen size, existing operating system, size, weight, etc. especially for the sale of 3rd party
products and for doorstep transactions. However they can be very effective payment
acceptance infrastructure for both DoP & IPPB
84. Will RICT move to IPPB?

No, RICT will remain with DoP
85. How will IPPB operate in areas with low connectivity?

"Necessary bandwidth upgradation at DoP premises where bandwidth is low is being
undertaken by the department.
The GDS/Postmen will be empowered to choose mobile service providers who have the
best network/ connectivity in their particular location."
86. Will there be another different network connection for the smartphone in addition to the

present one for RICT?
IPPB will provide smartphone devices which will have a separate sim card connection.
The GDS/postman will be able to select the SIM card of the telecom provider with the
best connectivity in the area he serves. The existing setup for RICT will remain as is
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Annexure – I
Financial Literacy Camp – A way towards Financial Inclusion
The Objectives: The aim of conducting financial literacy camp is to encourage financial
inclusion by making people aware & literate and providing easy access. It aims at sharing
knowledge to help people in financial planning, build saving habits and improve the
understanding of financial products.
✓ Financial literacy should help them plan ahead of time for their life cycle needs and
deal with sudden emergencies without taking loans.
✓ It should also result in improvement of their economic security with the help of use of
banking services.
✓ People should be encouraged to make transactions through their Bank accounts so
that the cost of maintaining the accounts is recovered.
✓ Providing these products at their doorstep would be the first step in capturing the
accounts.
✓ The plan of conducting the literacy programs should also include opening of
accounts in such camps followed by close watch on the use of accounts.

Basic Finance Terminology
All GDS/Postmen should have knowledge of basic financial terms used in day to day life.

What is income

Money received especially on a regular basis from various
sources like salary, wages, earnings from farming or business is
our income.
Amount (Rs)

Income
(Source of Money)
Salary or Wages
Earnings from Farming /Business
Income
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Money spent by us on various items is our expenditure. It
includes spending money on essential as well as non-essential
items.
Amount (Rs)

Expenses
(Use of Money)
Food, Clothes
Education
House Rent
Loan EMI
Unexpected Illness
Bad Habits – Drink, Drugs, Gutka
Excessive expenses on unwanted events or Buying of
unnecessary items
Total

What is saving
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12000/-

When income is more than expenses, then we have extra money
known as savings. In the above table
Total Income
15000/Total Expenses
12000/The Saving

What is Investment

3000/1000/3000/2000/1000/1000/1000/-

3000/-

Taking out of money from your savings and placing it with a hope
of earning a higher return over a period of time is called
investment. Ex- Putting money in bank FD, NSC & others.
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When expenses are more than the income and we have no
savings with us, then there is shortage of money which is covered
through borrowing. The amount of borrowing becomes the debt.

financial It is a way of estimating our financial needs and ways to meet them
during the entire life cycle, e.g., birth of child, education,
purchasing house, marriage, purchasing seeds, etc., or to meet
emergency situations like illness, accident, death, natural
calamities like flood, drought, etc.

Why Financial Goals?
Financial goals are to be set to meet various needs of Life Cycle
Birth
Old Age

Sickness

Marriage

House
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Goal Setting
The below table shows the major goals of a villagers in his/her life & the estimated cost to
be incurred to achieve the goal. He/she can achieve these goals by saving small portion
on a regular basis.
Needs

Money
Required

By when

No of Days

Saving
Day

Per

Bicycle

Rs 3000

4 Months

30*4=120 Days

3000/120= Rs
25/-

Farm
Tools

Rs 2000

1 Months

30 Days

2000/30=
67

Cattle

Rs 15000

6 Months

30*6=180 Days

15000/180=
Rs 84

Higher
Educatio
n

75000

6 Years

30*12*6=
Days

2160 75000/2160=
Rs 34

Marriege
of
Daughter

100000

12 Years

30*12*12=
Days

4320 100000/4320=
Rs 23

Purchase
of House

200000

15 Years

30*12*15=
Days

5400 200000/5400=
Rs 37

Old Age
Planning

300000

25 Years

30*12*25=
Days

9000 300000/9000=
Rs 34

Rs

Rs 304/-
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Sample Financial Diary
The financial dairy is part of financial awareness campaign in villages. The GDS/postman
will advise & guide how to maintain the dairy on a regular basis, so that they can learn the
basics of financial planning.

Personal Information
• Full Name_________________
• Address___________________
• District____________________
• Pincode___________________
• Mobile No_________________

Calender of the Year – January
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Saving Bank Account Details
Februrary
• Date
of Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
Opening____________
• Bank Name________________
• Branch____________________
• BC Name__________________

Facilities Available at Branch
• FD RD
• Overdraft, KCC
• Remittance, DBT
• Micro Insurance & Pension
• Loan Products

March
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

Sat

Sat

Sat

Household Member Details
Sr
Name of Family Member Age Relationship
No
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Annexure – II
Security Features of New Currency Notes
There are all together 17 security features available in new 500 note, out of which 12 are in
front side & 5 are in back side. We will see one by one all the features.

Security Features of Rs. 500/
Obverse Side

Details of all the security features marked above

1. See through register in denominational numeral

2. Hidden image of denominational numerals

3. Denominational numeral in Devnagari

4. Orientation & relative position of Mahatma Gandhi changed
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5. Windowed security thread colour changes from green to blue

6. Guarantee Clause, RBI emblem shifted towards right

7. Portrait & electrotype watermark

8. Number panel with numerals growing from small to big

9. Denomination in numerals with rupee symbol in colour changing ink
green to blue

10. Ashok pillar emblem on right

11. For visually impaired: Raised printing Mahatma Gandhi

12. For Visually impaired: Bleed lines & identification mark

Various Features – Reverse Side
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13. Year on printing of the note on left

14. Swachh Bharat logo with slogan

15. Language panel towards centre

16. Red Fort – an image of Indian heritage site – with flag

17. Denominational numerals in Devnagari on right
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Security Features of Rs. 2000/All the features of 500 notes are available in 2000 except the below two.
Front Side -

1. Micro Letter RBI & 2000
Reverse Side -

17. Motif of Mangalayaan – reflecting country’s first venture in the
interplanetary space
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Annexure III – Doorstep Banking Request Process
S. No
1.

2.

3.

4.

4 (a)

Responsible
Party
Customer approaches IPPB for lodging a Customer
Doorstep Banking Request. The same can be
done through below options:
1. Call to a Contact Centre
2. Walk-in to any Access point (HO/SO)
3. Mobile Banking
The customer is authenticated at each channel Contact Centre/
before capturing the request for Doorstep User/ Customer
Service:
1. At Contact Centre – Standard contact
centre customer authentication
2. At Counter – Through Biometric
authentication
3. At Mobile Banking – Customer login
through ID and Password
The User/ Customer records all relevant details Contact Centre/
such as Request Type, Amount, Date of Visit etc. User/ Customer
and submits the same. Customer receives a SMS
containing Request ID and estimated TAT for
fulfilment of request
Once the request is successfully recorded,
Allocation of Request will be done based on the
BO/SO/HO PINCODE nearest to customer’s
communication address. The nearest BO/SO/HO
details will be captured at the time of Account
opening.*
For requests pertaining to BO locations, the System
system will automatically allocate the Non-cash
requests to appropriate GDS/ Postman on realtime basis. For Cash requests, allocation will be
done basis below logic:
• If the request is received before 8:00 AM
on Day T, then the request is assigned on
the same day
• If the request is received after 8:00 AM on
Day T, then the request will be assigned on
Day T+1
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4 (b)

5

6.

7.

7 (a)

7 (b)

8.
9.

For requests pertaining to HO/SO locations, the
allocation for all Cash and Non-cash requests will
be done by Postmasters/ SPM’s of the respective
Post offices as per below logic:
• If the request is received before 8:00 AM
on Day T, then the request is assigned on
the same day
• If the request is received after 8:00 AM on
Day T, then the request will be assigned on
Day T+1
System will manage the number of requests
assigned to each GDS/ Postman. If the threshold
for maximum requests (15 requests per day) is
reached, then the request will be assigned to
next day. Customer will be informed accordingly
through SMS.
Once the request is allocated successfully, the
GDS/ Postman will be able to view the request
on Agent App.
Upon receipt of request, GDS/ Postman will
schedule his beat accordingly and visit the
customer.
If Customer is not available, the GDS/ Postman
will postpone (On customer request) or cancel
the request and updates the System with
appropriate details. Customer receives SMS alert
for the same.
If customer is present, then selects the Request
on Agent App, authenticates the customer and
fulfils the request. Customer receives the SMS
alert for the transaction.
The system updates the status of the request as
Postponed/ Cancelled/ Completed
END

PM/ SPM

System

System

GDS/ Postman

GDS/ Postman

System

NOTE: * At the time of account opening, based on the PINCODE provided by the customer
for communication address, they will be asked to identify the nearest Post office from the
list available on screen. For each PINCODE, the system will display the list of BO/SO/HO
associated with the same PINCODE and customer will be asked to pick the nearest center.
Customers can pick one center only.
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Annexure IV Incentive Structure
Principles of the Incentive structure
•

Direct credit of incentive to the last mile delivery person i.e. DoP Staff and GDS into
their IPPB Account

•

Transparency: Daily update of incentive accrued at the end of the day

•

Incentive payable on monthly frequency at the end of every calendar month

The proposed incentives are structured keeping in mind the welfare of end-users and are
in line with best industry practices
The supervisors will also partake in the monetary earnings
Complemented by a strong rewards and recognition program coupled with
new learning opportunities
Over-achievement will result in incremental earnings as multipliers. Example –
Achievement of 110% of assigned targets will be rewarded with incentives of
120%. Such schemes will continue to be rolled out in future
As the active customer base expands and the transactions from onboarded
customers will increase the income, there is a potential of IPPB becoming a
regular source of income

•
•
•
•

Incentive generating activities
•

Account opening
•

For facilitating opening account of merchants
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Revenue from Transactions (Bill Payments, Remittances, Cash Withdrawal/ Deposit)
•

•

Transactions performed at door step or at access points (counters) and for
payments such as bill payments, remittances, cash withdrawal etc.

Revenue from Third party products
•

For cross-selling and distributing third party products such as loans, insurance,
mutual funds etc.

Incentive recipients across hierarchy

•

Level 0 – Customer facing staff of DoP, facilitating customer transactions

•

Level 1 – Stakeholder responsible for driving business within his/her post office

•

Level 2 – Stakeholder responsible for driving business across post offices

Recognition for DoP business leaders
•

Division heads, Region heads, and other leaders in DoP will play an important role in
driving the success of IPPB

•

IPPB will recognize the contribution of circle leaders, and will work with circle leaders
to recognize the contribution of division heads, region heads, and others

•

Recognition programs will focus on leading indicators such as:
o Top 5 circles in terms of active customers
o Division in a circle with the largest number of active merchants
o Top 3 regions in a circle in terms of average number of products per customer
account

•

Recognition can include:
o Announcements – celebration of achievements
o International trips for learning
o Bank merchandize
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Example – Incentive pay-outs
Particulars
Description
Incentive
1. Assisted
(11
chargeable Rs.2475/Transactions transactions)
X (Rs. 20 doorstep
charge)

+ (Rs. 800 Average value
of transaction)
x (1% Revenue margin
from Bill Payments, Retail
Payments
and
Remittances)
X (25 working days)
X ( 25% commission)

Assumptions
• 22 transactions per GDS/
Postman per day as per
industry average.
• Since each Doorstep visit
has 2 transactions free for
a charge of Rs. 20, hence
number of chargeable
transactions is considered
as 11
• Average
value
of
transaction to be Rs 800
(Average for Urban areas is
approx. Rs. 2000)
• Average Revenue Margin
for Bill Payments/ Retail
Payments/ Remittances) =
1%
• 25 working days in a month

2. Self Service (5 transactions per day Rs. 26.75
Transactions across the customer Appx.
base)
Rs. 27/X (Rs. 350 Average value
of transaction)
X (1% Revenue margin
from Bill Payments, Retail
Payments
and
Remittances)
X (30 working days)
X (5% Incentive)

• 5 Self Service transactions
per day
• Average
value
of
transaction to be Rs 350
(Average for Urban areas is
approx. Rs. 700)
• Average Revenue Margin
for Bill Payments/ Retail
Payments/ Remittances) =
1%
• 30 working days for self
service transactions

3. Merchant
Account
opening
Total

• 5 Current Accounts per
month
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NOTES
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NOTES
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